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Editorial

Dear Readers,

We are delighted to present you the April 2019 issue of Argo.

As you will see we have enriched the magazine with the new section "What’s
new in the Industry”, in which the most relevant news about Risk Management
will be collected. Here we will give particular attention to the regulation frame-
work that will take the system to the future best practice in the sector.

Following the core idea that has always identified Iason, you will find the latest
insights on the main financial risks: Market Risk, Credit Risk and Liquidity
Risk. Besides, we will not forget to advise you about the main news/trends in the
FinTech field, which is shaping up to be one of today’s more cutting-edge trends.

We are going through a digital revolution: with the continuous growth of the
technology the financial industry is facing new challenges and risks. Moreover,
the huge amount of data that banks have to manage every day means an ever
greater and imminent use of new technologies. Therefore, research areas as Block
Chain and Big Data are experiencing a fast and exponential development.

We hope this new section will spark your interest and curiosity.

Next, you can read our originals as usual.

In this issue, within the Credit Risk section, you can find the paper “A Benchmark
Framework for IFRS9 multiyear-PD curves estimation and stress testing exercise:
An Application” by Antonio Scaravaggi and Elia Stucchi.
Following the new IFRS9 regulation, the authors disclose an econometric and
statistic methodology to model the enhancements of credit risk measures required
by the regulators. Moreover, they sketch a framework to asses these measures on a
credit portfolio considering different macro-economic settings.
Using the statistical technique of Bayesian Average, the authors calibrate Satellite
Models with the purpose of creating scenarios and multi-year IFRS9 PD curves
that can be used to evaluate the 1y and Lifetime Expected Credit Loss for Italian
credit portfolios.

Within the section “Portfolio Management” you can read the article “Maxi-
mizing Cumulative Prospect Utility for Target Annuity Investment Strategies”
by Elia Mazzoni.
In this paper, the Cumulative Prospect Theory created by Kahneman and Tversky
is used to plan an investment strategy which takes into account the investors’
parameters of risk-aversion and their reaction to extreme events, loss and gains.

Lastly, we conclude our issue with “Advances in Incremental Valuation of Fi-
nancial Contracts and Definition of the Economic Meaning of the Capital Value
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Adjustment (KVA)” by Antonio Castagna.
The author increases his previous analysis – mentioned in “Towards a Theory
of Internal Valuation and Transfer Pricing of Products in a Bank: Funding,
Credit Risk and Economic Capital” – providing an application for the framework
he introduced to incrementally evaluate financial contracts within a financial
institution’s balance sheet.

Finally, we are also pleased to introduce to you our new service: a monthly
newsletter update on the most relevant topic about Risk Management. If you are
interested and you have not yet received our newsletter, we invite you to subscribe
swiftly on our website.

Enjoy your reading!

Antonio Castagna
Luca Olivo

Giulia Perfetti
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What’sNew
in the Industry 



The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision and the International

Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO) have revised the framework

for margin requirements for non-centrally cleared derivatives.

read more

Source Bank for International Settlements

Date March 2019

BCBS/IOSCO Statement on the Final Implementation Phases of the Margin Requirements
for Non-centrally Cleared Derivatives

The Annual Report describes the tasks and activities of the European System

of Central Banks (ESCB) and reports on the Eurosystem’s monetary policy. It

is usually published in April of the following year and is presented by one of

the ECB’s Executive Board members to the European Parliament at a public

hearing. The Annual Report includes the Annual Accounts of the ECB.

read more

Source European Central Bank

Date April 2019

ECB Annual Report for 2018

The European Banking Authority (EBA) published its revised Guidelines on

outsourcing arrangements setting out specific provisions for the governance

frameworks of all financial institutions within the scope of the EBA's

mandate with regard to their outsourcing arrangements and related

supervisory expectations and processes.
read more

Source European Banking Authority

Date February 2019

EBA Publishes Revised Guidelines on Outsourcing Arrangements

ANNUAL REPORT
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https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/annual/html/ar2018%7Ed08cb4c623.en.html
https://eba.europa.eu/-/eba-publishes-revised-guidelines-on-outsourcing-arrangements
https://www.iosco.org
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d317.htm


RegTech and SupTech – Change for Markets and Authorities

Regulatory and supervisory technologies are developing in response to

various demand and supply drivers. On the demand side, regulatory pressure

and budget limitations are pushing the market towards an increased use of

automated software to replace human decision-making activities...

read more

Source European Securities and Markets Authority

Date February 2019

Beyond LIBOR: a Primer on the New Benchmark Rates

The transition from a reference rate regime centred on interbank offered rates

(IBORs) to one based on a new set of overnight risk-free rates (RFRs) is an

important paradigm shift for markets. This special feature provides an

overview of RFR benchmarks, and compares some of their key characteristics

with those of existing benchmarks…
read more

Authors Andreas Schrimpf, Vladyslav Sushko

Source Bank for International Settlements

Date March 2019

The Effect of Possible  EU Diversification Requirements  on the Risk of Banks’  
Sovereign Bond Portfolios

Recent policy discussion includes the introduction of diversification

requirements for sovereign bond portfolios of European banks. In this paper,

we evaluate the possible effects of these constraints on risk and

diversification in the sovereign bond portfolios of the major European

banks…
read more

Authors Ben Craig, Margherita Giuzio, Sandra Paterlini

Source European Systemic Risk Board

Date March 2019
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Essential Services for Financial Institutions
Iason is an international firm that provides Financial solutions on Risk Management. In particular, Iason
is a leader in Governance and advanced Methodology, offering a unique blend of know-how and expertise in
the measurement and the management of Market, Credit and Liquidity risks. Furthermore, Iason provides a
suite of essential software solutions to meet the Technology needs of its Clients.

Methodology
We design, estimate, implement and validate the models and the metrics used in the Risk 
calculations for the following core risks: 

Implemented models cover the scenarios generation, the pricing calculation, and the 
aggregation phases.

Credit
Risk

Liquidity
Risk

Market
Risk IRRBB

Website

info@iasonltd.com

LinkedIn 

Technology
To meet business and regulatory needs of financial institutions, we design, develop and
implement advanced software solutions for

modelling scenarios
calculating metrics
integrating risks

Governance
Expertise in the activity of Integrated Governance Processes (IGP) in the Risk Management
fields: this holistic approach is called Business-to-Risk Integration (B2R-i) process and is
characterized by

soundness in order to ensure the appropriate and consistent methodologies across risks

effectiveness so as to ensure a proper use of the integrated platform in the decision-
making and management processes at all levels of the bank
comprehensiveness to ensure a really integrated governance that considers all the
relevant aspects: data, models, IT.
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A Benchmark Framework for
IFRS9 Multiyear-PD Curves

Estimation and Stress Testing
Exercise:

an Application
aaaa

Antonio Scaravaggi ⇤ Elia Stucchi *

T his paper presents econometric and statistical methodologies to manage the enhancement of credit risk
modelling introduced with the IFRS9 regulation and it sketches a framework to asses the new IFRS9
measures on a credit portfolio considering different macro-economic scenarios. More specifically, we

estimate models with the purpose of creation of the multi-year IFRS9 PD curves that can be used to evaluate
the Expected Credit Loss 1y and Lifetime for Italian credit portfolios. The framework developed takes advantage
of the well known theory behind the satellite models to define the sensitivity of credit risk to the macroeconomic
environment where the creditors operate. The data, that are a benchmark of Italian system, are retrieved from
the public database of "Banca d’Italia" where they are collected according to geographical area and economic
activities. To model the macroeconomic environment we calibrate a structural vector autoregression model, in
order to describe the behavior of the most relevant economic indicators. The statistical technique examined to
estimate the satellite models and VAR parameters is the Bayesian Averaging of Classical Estimation which is
widely used also by the ECB in building benchmark models. This framework allows for i) evaluating different
macro-economic scenarios; ii) identifying an Italian benchmark of credit risk measure under the new IFRS9
approach; iii) defining a solid framework in order to calculate the Expected Credit Loss for accounting purposes,
which can be used on any Italian credit portfolios; iv) estimating the credit risk portfolio sensitivity to the
macro-economic shocks, according to its composition in term of economic activities and geographic area of the
creditors that belong to it.

This work is aimed at being included into
the broader context of the new IFRS9
expected loss model, which is going to

substitute the previous “incurred loss” models
given by the standard IAS 39.

There has been a wide debate about this sub-
stitution and the regulator has much insisted
in favor of this change. The main limit of the
IAS 39 was clearly revealed after the 2007-2008
crisis, i.e. its failure to promptly capture the
deterioration of credit quality in the banking
industry. This delay was intrinsic in the IAS 39,
as the criterion of the incurred loss model was
based on making an actual devaluation only

when a critical event occurred, i.e. when it was
evident the negotiated cash flows had become
unlikely to be receivable. Hence, the constitu-
tion of reserves to be used in the future was
limited, as there was no reference made to the
“natural” lifetime of a financial product, nor to
any perspective or forward-looking element.

Therefore, we are going to present the new
model proposed by the IASB in order to fill
these afore-mentioned limits and to increase the
level of awareness about the quality of a credit
portfolio, even in the absence of a trigger event
and in a more forward-looking perspective.

⇤At the time of the writing of this article, the authors were working for Iason Consulting.
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FIGURE 1: Approach framework

The IFRS9 expected loss has strong similari-
ties with the IRB models used for the determina-
tion of capital requirements. It seems therefore
reasonable to start from the IRB set of models, in
those cases when they are already defined, in or-
der to adapt to the new accounting framework,
to exploit potential synergies and to increase
the internal coherence of the information set the
bank uses.

We will start from the PD and LGD parame-
ters used for the estimation of expected loss. It is
known that it must be measured for a one-year
time horizon for the credits classified in stage 1
(“expected credit loss 1y” or “ECL 1Y”) while
the time horizon will be the lifetime for the fi-
nancial activity that has undergone a substantial
increase of its riskiness since the initial recogni-
tion or is already considered as defaulted (“life-
time expected credit loss” or “ECL LT”). Every
bank should have tools apt to evaluate the evo-
lution over time of these estimations, in order
to recognize credit deterioration and therefore
coherently adjust the expected loss levels and
the provisioning ones.

One of the most relevant variation with re-
spect to the IAS 39 consists in the use of a set of
information that includes not only the historical
ones, re-calibrated with the effects of the cur-
rent conditions, but also future forecasts. The
new standard moreover requires a coherence
between the expected loss estimated variations
and the changes that can be inferred from the
data collected in a period; these estimations
should be back-tested and re-calibrated; there-
fore, it should be necessary to periodically re-
vise inputs, assumptions, methodologies and
calculation techniques, by analyzing and fore-
casting potential adjustments to fill the gap be-
tween the already recorded loss and current
expectations. Lastly, the standard dictates that
the expected credit loss has to be estimated by

weighting a series of possible results according
to different scenarios and the probability of their
occurrence: this implies that several forward-
looking scenarios have to be included in the
measurement of expected losses.

For these purposes, it is necessary to adopt
tools that can evaluate the expected losses over
the lifetime of a credit, assuming different sce-
narios to provide the most robust estimate;
the information used should be available with-
out excessive effort and should contain histor-
ical, current and prospective data. The tool
we are going to describe has been developed
in accordance with these requests in terms of
data, methodology, precision and continuous
re-calibration.

This document’s aim is to explain in detail
the methodology we developed and the data
used for satellite models estimation. After an
overview of the approach, this work is orga-
nized as it follows: firstly, data collection for
the macroeconomic variables, as well as the
ones related to the credit risk measures of the
creditors, is described, along with the defini-
tion, the classification and the criteria used for
the variables selection. Secondly, the theory
underlying the bayesian averaging of classical
estimation, the methodological estimation ap-
proach used for the definition of the satellite
models and the structural vector autoregres-
sion model ("SVAR"), and the theory for the
structural econometric models of the equilib-
rium, such as the ones used in this work, are
explained. Finally, the expected credit loss is
evaluated for a plausible Italian credit portfolio,
using the defined framework: from the calcula-
tion of macroeconomic scenarios, to the estima-
tion of the expected values of default probability
using the satellite models, up to the evaluation
of the portfolio credit loss occurring in different
scenarios.

issue n. 15 / 2019
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FIGURE 2: Approach framework

Overview of the Approach

The main idea of the framework we present is
that the credit quality of a portfolio could be de-
scribed with the macroeconomic environment
where it operates, with additional information
about the creditor such as the belonging credit
segment, the geographic area where it is located
and the related activity.

The approach is made of four building
blocks: the first block is the set of credit driven
risk factors and macro-economic variables, the
second block is the scenario generator and satel-
lite models and the last one is the creation of PD
multi-year curves and Expected Credit Loss 1y
and Lifetime calculation. The entire framework
can be sketched as in Figure 1.

More specifically, in the implementation of
the framework, we have:

• the macro-economic variables;

• the credit risk factors;

The macro-economic variables are collected
from public institutional providers such as Eu-
rostat, IMF, World Bank, Istat. The credit risk
factors are collected and quarterly updated by
Banca d’Italia (hereinafter "BdI"). We calculate
a decay rate as a ratio between flows of non
performing exposures and quarterly stocks of
performing exposures. This could be a good
proxy of the probability of default. The data are
collected by : segment (retail, family businesses,
non-financial societies and public entities), geo-
graphical area, the ATECO classification. This
has been sketched in Figure 2.

The second block, consist of the calibration
engine, is fed with the historical data of macroe-
conomic variables and credit risk factors. The
risk factors and the macro-economic variables
historical data fed the second block, consist of
the calibration engine. On this ground we de-
cided to adopt an econometric model which can

explain the evolution of the risk factor by choos-
ing a sub-sample of selected macro-economic
variables. The model adopted is known in lit-
erature as Structural Vector Autoregressions
(SVARs). SVARs model are commonly used
in economics also to estimate the evolution of
a large number of variables by imposing the
trend followed by a smaller number of them.
This model allows to obtain different macro-
economic scenarios that will be the inputs for
the statistical models which include the histori-
cal relationships between macro-economic vari-
ables and credit risk factor. In this way it will be
possible to forecast the impacts of the aforemen-
tioned factors on the portfolio riskiness, thus
making the tool complete and robust for the
estimation of the measures used for the imple-
mentation of the IFRS9 exercise.

In order to identify the relationship between
the risk factors and the macro-economic vari-
ables, we estimate a set of satellite models. The
introduction of the IFRS9 principles is bound
to confirm the importance of these models in
the impairment calculation, since they allow
to include forward-looking elements and take
macroeconomic alternative scenarios into con-
sideration. The estimation of such models must
necessarily rely on the individuation of those
components which are related the most to the
historical evolution of credit risk; the leading
criterion is to develop a clear and balanced struc-
ture that should minimize the risk of creating
risk biased by an excessive volatility.

In order to continuously update historical
data, according to IFRS9 guidelines, and esti-
mate a large number of satellite models, we
exploit a Bayesian approach. In particular, the
chosen estimation algorithm is known in liter-
ature as “Bayesian Averaging of Classical Esti-
mation”. BACE procedure has the advantage
of taking into consideration all the given ex-
planatory variables used to describe the target
variable, the qualitative evaluations are minimal

14
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FIGURE 3: Decay Rate clusterization and Satellite models definition

and the re-calibrations results are stable.

Once the parameters are estimated, the sim-
ulation process might be started. The scenario
generator provides the macroeconomic evolu-
tion of Italian system and the satellite models
provides the forecast of the credit risk param-
eters for each cluster of creditors. Using these
results, the multi-year PD curves might be de-
rived and it could be associated to each creditor
in order to calculate its expected credit loss.

Decay Rate Definition

We define the decay rate as:

DR(t) =
Ft
St

(1)

Where :

• Ft is the quarterly flow for non-performing
creditors, as computed at the end of each
period under analysis;

• St is the quarterly stock for performing
creditors, as computed at the beginning of
each period under analysis.

Decay rate (from now on, DR) is a common
proxy to define the probability of default (from
now on, PD) that might be used as indicator of
creditworthiness.

The observation are sampled quarterly and
the database are public and provided by an au-

thoritative source as recommended by the IFRS9
principles.

For the analysis has been exploited the clus-
ter characterization. Time series are collected
using the following credit segment specification:

• Retail (RET)

• Small Business (SB)

• Corporate (CORP)

• Financial Institution different from finan-
cial and monetary institutions (FI)

• Public Entities (PE)

Further aggregations are performed taking into
account geographical area and economic at-
tributes of the creditors operating on the Italian
market (see Figure 3). Data will be analyzed in
Subsection .

BACE Estimation Process

The evaluation procedure for each single equa-
tions of the SVARs and for the satellite models is
based on a Bayesian estimate, according to what
was proposed by Sala I Martin et al. (2004). The
BACE approach allows to skip the model selec-
tion process, by assuming that we cannot know
with certainty which is the correct model spec-
ification: we can simply estimate every model
generated by the combinations of a given (fixed)

issue n. 15 / 2019
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set of explanatory variables, assigning to each
regression equation a weight reflecting its rela-
tive predictive performance. Every model will
contribute to a final model equation including
all the regressors, each one with a coefficients
resulting from the weighted sum of all the coef-
ficients appearing in the single model equations
(see Section A of the Appendix for more details
on the procedure, how the weights are com-
puted and their interpretation). In summary, we
have to follow four steps:

1. K explanatory variables is identified;

2. The number of lags q that have to be con-
sidered for explanatory variables is setted
determining the total number K⇥ q of pos-
sible regressors;

3. All the possible combinations of a maxi-
mum (predefined) number L  K ⇥ q of
variables that can enter in a single regres-
sion equation is calculated;2

4. A classical linear regression for each
combination is performed, evaluating its
soundness, and assigning to it a proper
weight of contribution to the final model.

Each model in step 4 will be evaluated accord-
ing to its robustness and the conformity of the
sign of regressors’ coefficients with the expected
ones (see Table 11 in Section G.2 and Table 10 in
Section G.1 of the Appendix). When all combi-
nations of variables in the model with L regres-
sors are considered, the total number of possible
models J can be computed as:

J =
L

Â
l=1

(K ⇥ q)!
l!(K ⇥ q � l)!

(2)

Scenario Generator

In this approach Macro-economic variables play
a relevant role in the default rate trends. For
the purposes of the analysis, we have clustered
the macro-economic variables in three different
group:

1. Variables related to Macroeconomic policy
(e.g. inflation rate, interest rate);

2. Variables related to labour markets (i.e.
GDP, unemployment rate);

3. Variables related to financial markets (e.g.
stock index, oil price);

We take into consideration a set of relevant vari-
ables from each of these three groups to be
included in the satellite model. For each credit
segment, it has been identified those variables
that better describe the credit riskiness (see Ta-
ble 11 in Section G.2 of the Appendix).

SVARs has been used to evaluate the pos-
sible forecasted values of the main macroeco-
nomic variables that are included in satellite
models in order to describe the behavior of cred-
itors riskiness.

In more detail, we have estimate a SVARs
with ten macro-economic variables, each of
which depends on itself lagged, on the current
and p lagged values of the other n variables and
on a iid error term. In formulas, the generic
macro-economic variables yi is defined as:

yi,t =vi +
N

Â
j=1

a0,i,jyj,t +
N

Â
j=1

a1,i,jyt�1 + ...

+
N

Â
j=1

ap,i,jyt�p + #i,t

(3)

or in matrix notation:

yt = v + A0yt + A1yt�1 + ... ++Apyt�p + et
(4)

where yt, v and et are nx1 column vectors
and A0,A1,...,Ap are nxn matrices of coefficients.
The vector et is a n-element vector of white noise
residuals that satisfies E[ete0t] = D , where D
is a diagonal matrix. An appropriate scaling
of the elements of y would make D an identity
matrix. Equations 3 and 4, which are called
a structural VAR or a primitivesystem can be
solved simultaneously to yield the reduced f orm
or standard f orm of the VAR:

yi,t = bi +
N

Â
j=1

b1,i,jyt�1 + ... +
N

Â
j=1

bp,i,jyt�p + ui,t

(5)
in matrix notation we have:

(I � A0)yt = v + A1yt�1 + ... + Apyt�p + et
(6)

which reduces to:

yt =(I � A0)
�1v + (I � A0)

�1A1yt�1 + ...

+ (I � A0)
�1Apyt�p + (I � A0)

�1et
(7)

Where ut ⇠ VWN(0, S).
Letting b = (I � A0)�1v, B1 = (I � A0)�1A1

2We preliminary calculate the correlation between two regressors: if it is above 80% we prevent them to enter simultane-
ously in the same regression equation.
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etc., and ut = (I � A0)�1et we can write the
VAR in standard form in the general case as:

yt = b + B1yt�1 + ... + Bpyt�p + ut (8)

Where ut ⇠ VWN(0, W).
All this assumes, of course, that the matrix
(I � A0) has an inverse. In our framework, the
equations in 5 is estimated using the BACE ap-
proach. Once the coefficient matrices are esti-
mated, the SVARs might be used to simulate the
scenarios ignoring the process ut and the sce-
nario obtained under this assumption its called
unconditional. In fact, the representation 8 does
not give a proper indication of how the system
responds to shocks to the individual structural
equations. The problem is that the shocks to the
equations contained in the vector ut are corre-
lated with each other. We therefore cannot de-
termine what the effects on the m variables of a
shock to an individual structural equation alone
would be. The Impulse Response Function is
a method to analyze the consequences of the
introduction of said shocks. This method has
been adopted in our framework and the scenar-
ios simulated is called conditional. By imposing
the behaviour of one or more macro-economic
variables, the bank could asses the credit risk
modification under different economic assump-
tions. For further details and mathematical for-
mulation of the Impulse Response Function see
Section B.1 in Appendix.

Satellite Models

Satellite models have been used to link the DR
(proxy used to describe the probability of de-
fault) to a set of macro-economic variables. The
logistic transformation of the DRs is the target
variables. Considering that the DRs are proba-
bilities, using this transformation it is possible
to ensure the variable domain ([0,1]). The it-
erative calculation procedure of all the models
involves combinatorics and relies on three fac-
tors: the number of macroeconomic variables
relative to the specific creditor, the pre-defined
number of lags and the number of regressors
that will enter in the final model. The regres-
sors, and their expected signs, are shown in
Table 11 in Section G.2 of the Appendix. The
satellite models definition reflect the level struc-
ture of the framework as reported in Figure 3.
In more detail, three different approaches have
been used to define the satellite models.

The model equation for the Approach 1 is

given by:

logit(DR(t)) = a +
N

Â
i=0

bixi(t) + e(t) (9)

Where:

• a : intercept (constant) of the model

• bi : regressor i coefficient

• xi(t) : macro-economic variables i at time
t

• e(t) : error term at time t

The model equation for the Approach 2 is
given by:

logit(DR(t)) =a + bUPlogit(DRUP(t))

+
N

Â
i=0

bixi(t) + e(t)
(10)

The Approach 2 differs from the Approach
1 for the introducing of one variables that pro-
vides an indication of the credit risk of the area
where the creditors operates. In particular, this
variable is the logistic transformation of the de-
cay rate related to the level immediately above
the cluster of which the satellite models refers to.
This variables is reported in Equation 10 with
DRUP. In fact, contiguous levels are strongly
and directly correlated. It is indeed reasonable
to assume that this variable has an effect on the
target variable of the models.

Finally for the Approach 3 the model equa-
tion is given by:

logit(DR(t)) =a + bATECOlogit(DRATECO(t))
+ bGEOlogit(DRGEO(t))

(11)

Specifically, this equation is used to define the
behavior of decay rates considering the Region
where the creditors operates and its economic
activities. In fact, for this particular aggregation
BdI does not collect historical data. In order
to estimate a decay rate also for these clusters,
we leverage on the correlation between decay
rates of the region and decay rates of the eco-
nomic activities group by the macro-geographic
area. These series will be used to provide an es-
timation of the decay rate for creditors that are
located in specific Region and that operates in
defined segment. For further details see Section
B of the Appendix.
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Variables Transformation Code
Long term rate (Italy 10 YR Yield) Level 10yr
Inflation Rate % Annual variation Infl
Disposable Income % Annual variation DispInc
Unemployment Rate Level Unem
Gross Domestic Product % Annual variation GDP
Short term rate (Euribor 3M) Level Eur3m
House Price Index % Annual variation HPI
Stock market index (FTSE MIB) % Annual variation Ftse Mib
Brent Oil price % Annual variation Oil
Euro/Dollar Exchange rate Absolute annual variation FX rate

TABLE 1: Variables used for SVARs and Satellite Models and the transformation applied.

Calibration of the Framework

Here we first analyze the historical data used
for each of the building blocks of the frame-
work, then we provide the details on models’
calibration.

The Data Set

The SVARs and Satellite Models are calibrated
to the time series of macroeconomic variables,
furthermore the Satellite Models are also cali-
brated to the time series of the decay rate. All
the variables are sampled quarterly from the
end of 2000 to the end of 2017.

Regarding the macroeconomic variables, spe-
cific transformation for each one of them has
been selected in order to improve their explana-
tory power. In particular:

• value of the level of the indicator

• percentage annual variation of the indica-
tor

• absolute annual variation of the indicator

In Table 1 the macroeconomic variables in-
cluded in the analysis are reported.

The time series of the decay rate have been
breakdown by geographical areas, sectors, eco-
nomic activities of clients and exposure at de-
fault for each loan leveraging on the series col-
lected by BdI. Specifically, these series are iden-
tified in the BdI’s database with the following
codes and definitions:

• TDB30524: decay rate of loan facilities,
recorded by geographical areas, sectors
and economic activities of clients;

• TDB30507: decay rate of loan facili-
ties, recorded by province and sectors of
clients;

• TDB30496: decay rate of loan facilities,
recorded by region and sectors of clients;

• TDB30486: decay rate of loan facilities,
recorded by sector and amount of Expo-
sure at Default for each loan.

The economic activities of clients are defined
on the basis of the ATECO 2007 classification,
the Italian version of the European statistical
classification NACE Rev. 2 adopted under Reg-
ulation (EC) No 1893/20063. According to the
geographical area segmentation, BdI uses the
one proposed by ISTAT4 (Italian National Statis-
tical Institute).

It is possible to identify four level of aggre-
gation : the first level is of course the national
aggregation of creditors, the second one is rel-
ative to macro-regions, the third one is relative
to region and lastly there is the provincial ag-
gregation. Finally, for the financial institutions
also a segmentation considering the amount of
Exposure at Default has been performed by BdI.

The presence of missing values in the under-
lying time series, that arise when we consider
small pool of creditors where no information
on decay rates can be collected, has been han-
dle setting a threshold by percentage of missing
values on the total number of observation. The
threshold as defined is set at 20%. Time series
that presents a percentage greater than 20% will
be discarded.

After this, we implemented two other data
treatment procedures. The first one is to treat
missing values in the remaining series. In fact,
we fill the missing data with a linear interpola-
tion of the available values in order to have a
complete series for the satellite models estima-
tion. The second procedure has been performed
in order to remove seasonality effect from the
decay rates series (see Section C for further de-
tails).

3More information about the ATECO classification can be found at: https://www.istat.it/it/strumenti/definizioni-e-
classificazioni/ATECO-2007

4http://www.istat.it/it/
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Results: Scenario Generator

For macroeconomic variables, first we derive the
target variables to be inserted in the SVARs ap-
plying the transformation reported in the Table
1. Second, the expected sign of the correlation
between these variables have been defined and
they are reported in Table 10. In Section H.1
the tables 12, 13, 14 show for each target vari-
able the R2 of the final regression model, and a
number of tests to assess residuals’ normality
and autocorrelation (see Section F for further
details about the test). The models are, overall,
quite good in their fitting capability, and they
are statistically robust. For the sake of brevity
the parameters obtained have not be reported5.
Intuitive results could be extracted from the im-
pulse response matrix (see Tab 15 in Subsection
H.1). This matrix reports on the diagonal the
standard deviation of single model equation
residual. In the i-th row and j-th column is re-
ported the percentage of the j-th shock that it is
transmitted to the i-th variable. The more this
percentage is high, the more the volatility of a
variable influences the behavior of the others.
As can be expected, macroeconomic variables
like the brent oil price and the FX rate Eur-Usd
are quite independent from the Italian economic
situation. The Euro short rate is slightly sensi-
tive to more important index like italian GDP
and unemployment rate. Other variables in-
cluded are strongly correlated.

Results: Satellite Models

As already mentioned, the target variable used
to model the default probability is the logit
transformation of the decay rate.

According to the approaches described in
Section , we estimates about 650 satellite models
referring to the different aggregation of decay
rates performed. Each of them it is relative to
the riskiness of a peculiar creditors.

In Section H.2 of the Appendix we report
only the results of the models calibrated to the
country decay rates time series segmented by
type of creditors.

For each type of creditors, the first table
shows the R2 of the final regression model, and
a number of tests to assess residuals’ normality
and autocorrelation.

The second table shows the list of variables
entering in the final model, their (weighted)
coefficients, the inclusion posterior probability

(i.e.: the probability it belongs to the final model,
see Section A of the Appendix), and the p-value
(i.e.: the probability that the coeffcient is not sta-
tistically different from zero). Note that, in the
table, the number of variables entering the fi-
nal regression models has been limited to those
whose inclusion posterior probability is greater
than 0.5%. This explains why the tables have
different numbers of regressors for each cluster
and they never contain the whole list of all the
possible regressors. A set of graphs completes
the information on models’ estimations. This set
of graphs contains: the inclusion posterior prob-
ability of each regressor, in order to assess at a
glance the numerosity of relevant explanatory
variables; the partial autocorrelation function,
in order to assess whether the residuals of the
final model are actually autocorrelated or not;
the histogram of the residuals compared with a
normal distribution; and a plot of historical and
fitted values of the observed target variable, in
order to assess at a glance the predictive power
of the model. Overall, the models generated
according to the criteria above are quite good
in their fitting ability and they are statistically
robust.

Looking at the posterior probability ob-
tained from the BACE procedure on each cluster,
it is clear that the explanatory variables depend
on the creditor type. Here the variables with
the higher posterior probability are reported:

• RETAIL : Disposable Income, Unemploy-
ment rate, Inflation Rate and 10 year yield.

• SB : Unemployment rate, Inflation Rate,
Disposable Income and GDP.

• CORP : FTSE MIB Index, Unemployment
Rate, Short Term Interest Rate and Brent
Oil Price.

• FI : House Price Index, Short/Long Term
Interest Rate and FTSE MIB Index.

The results are intuitive: for the retail credi-
tors the ability to repay the debt is tightly cor-
related to the power of purchase of the salary
and from the fluctuations of value of possible
other incomes. As it regards the small business
creditors, the unemployment rate and GDP sum-
marize the quality of the economy where these
creditors operate. The corporate creditors are
usually great firms whose performances are tied
up not only to the national environment (FTSE
MIB Index, Unemployment installments) but

5contact the authors for further details
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also to the international ones (Short Rate) and
from the cost of the production (Brent Oil Price).
Finally for the financial institution, besides the
courses of the stock market and those of the
market rates, a relevant dependence with the
course of the real estate market is calibrated due
to the important slice of market represented by
products as mortgages.

Simulation

Once the satellite models and VAR parameters
are estimated, we can run simulations for their
evolution. It may be preferable to use several
economic scenarios (severe and baseline) with
their probabilities of occurrence, in order to de-
rive a multi-year PD curve. The average scenar-
ios, according to the theory explained in Section
, is the unconditional one. The stationarity of
VAR models implemented ensure the reverting
of each macroeconomic variables to the aver-
age historical values. Once the average scenario
has been calculated, it might be useful to define
the "stressed" ones. An artificial evolution of
one or more variables included in VAR model
can be defined. The estimated relationship and
the impulse response function will transmit this
artificial evolution to the other variables. The
evolution of these will be so affected to the one
chosen.

After all the scenarios have been defined,
for each identified cluster in the credit portfo-
lio, the solution activates the necessary models
providing the risk parameter term structures,
along each given scenarios. The procedure ac-
tivates the satellite models, obtained with the
BACE and the Macro variables created by the
scenario generator, and provides the evolution
of the decay rates for each cluster. More in
detail, the models provides the values of the
logistic transformation for quarterly decay rates.
So an inverse transformation has to be applied
in order to obtain the decay rates. Furthermore,
the decay rates have to be evaluated on an an-
nual basis. The annual transformation is made
according to the following formula:

D̂RY
(T) =1 � (1 � D̂RQ

(T))(1 � D̂RQ
(T � 1))

(1 � D̂RQ
(T � 2))(1 � D̂RQ

(T � 3))

Where D̂RQ
(T) are the quarterly decay rate and

D̂RY
(t) is the annual decay rate, both estimated

with satellite models. Now we can calculate
the variation of the annual decay rates along
each given scenarios. We define a ratio that is
going to be a measure of increase or decrease
of the riskiness of the creditors belonging to the
cluster analyzed. The ratio will be given by:

MultY(T) =
D̂RY

(T)

D̂RY
(T0)

(12)

Where D̂RY
(T0) is the value of annual decay

rate corresponding to quarter of the latest histor-
ical observation and D̂RY

(T) are the forecasted
annual decay rates. Finally, these multipliers
are applied to the latest annualized decay rates
provided by Banca d’Italia and the forecasted
values are obtained, using the following for-
mula:

DRY(T) = MultY(T) ⇤ DRY(T0) (13)

After the multipliers estimation, starting from
the annualized series DRY(T), the quarterly se-
ries is calculated using the inverse function from
Equation . Then, the logistic transformation is
re-applied and it is usable to evaluate the fore-
cast for all the lower levels of the decay rate
time series.

This procedure is repeated for all the lev-
els of analysis, as reported in Figure 4. We
will therefore obtain several sets of multipliers
which show the forecasted behavior of decay
rates for all the analyzed creditors. In this way,
we are going to make evaluations and compar-
isons between the decay rates for each cluster.

Then, with the forecasted values of quar-
terly decay rates, the PD multi-year curves are
derived as reported in Section E.
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FIGURE 4: Forecasting procedure

Portfolio Application

In order to measure the 12-month and lifetime
ECL, PD multi-years curves must be calculated
for each creditor of the selected portfolio (see
Section D). The first step of this process is to
evaluate the starting 1y PD. For each creditor
that belongs to the perimeter analyzed, the an-
nual decay rate evaluated starting from the quar-
ter decay rate collected by BdI can be used in
order to obtain the realized 1y PD. Indeed these
values could be considered as benchmark.

Secondly, the forecasted PDs, from 1 to 50
year, are calculated applying to the starting 1y
PDs a delta, obtained with the Satellite Mod-
els of which the creditors belong to, using the
following formula:

D = logit(DRY
c (t))� logit(DRY

c (T0)) (14)

Where c = 1 : TotClust and TotClust is equal to
the number of cluster that are included in the
analysis. Then the annual PDs are calculated
using the formula:

PDY
i (T) =

elogit(PDY
i (T0))+D

1 + elogit(PDY
i (T0))+D

(15)

where :

• T0 is the reference date of exercise

• t = 1 : 50 year

• i = 1 : N where N is the total number of
creditors

Finally the multi-year PD curves are calculated
using formula E reported in Section E for each
creditors.

A Practical Application

We apply the framework above to a plausible
credit portfolio, with different categories of de-
positors, aggregated by geographic area, eco-
nomic activities, maturity and rating class. Try-
ing to use the complete set of models calibrated.
We would like to stress that we are setting up a
lab experiment by purposely creating this port-
folio. Although they have realistic features, they
are not referring to real values or entities.

We adopt the unconditional scenarios to
evaluate the IFRS9 multi-year PD curves and
the ECL 1y/LT. In addition, we will create 4 sce-
narios where we will go to modify the evolution
of the Italian Gross Domestic Product. We will
analyze this shock propagation on:

• macroeconomic variables

• annualized decay rates

• IFRS9 multi-year PD curves

• ECL 1y and LT
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in order to asses the credit portfolio sensitivity
to the economic variation.

Portfolio Definition

As already discussed, in order to calculate 1y
ECL and LT on a credit portfolio, it is necessary
to collect the following information for each
creditor:

• Creditor Type : Retail, Small Business,
Corporate, Financial Institution or Public
Entities

• Geographical Area : all national area,
macro area, region, province

• Economic Activities : Ateco or similarly
classification

• EAD : Amount of the exposure at default

• LGD : Loss given default

• ERL : Expected Residual Lifetime

• EIR : Effective Interest Rate

The domain of the first four variables has to
be coherent with ones used to define the satel-
lite models in our framework. For each cred-
itor an appropriate level of aggregation has
been identified: macro area or national area
for large corporate and financial istitution, re-
gion or province for small business and retail.
Furthermore, small business and corporate cred-
itors could be identified also by the economic
activity. If this information it is not available,
it is possible to exploit the models that take
in consideration the geographical aggregation.
The ERL (expected residual lifetime) indicates
the difference between the credit maturity date
and the reference date. The LGD refers to the
loss given default and in this example will be
kept flat for all of the credit life. Finally the

EAD is the total amount of the exposure and it
should be provided all the values for each year
till maturity. For the sake of simplicity, in our
example, this value will be linearly amortize.

Results

The results reported into this subsection refer to
values that might be used for accounting pur-
poses and they are coherent with the new IFRS9
principles. The macroeconomic scenario that
has to be considered is the unconditional ones.

Regarding the multi-year PD curves, in the
Table 2, the values of the cumulative PDs at 1
year, 20 year and 50th year and the actual val-
ues (2017 end of year) of annual decay rate have
been reported. As underline in the Table 2, cor-
porate and small business segments show the
highest credit risk. Table 3 reports the actual
values of the most relevant metrics of the portfo-
lio analyzed: the total amount of exposure, the
estimate residual lifetime, the loss given default,
the realized 1y PD IFRS9. Table 4 shows 1y PD
and the expected credit loss 1y and LT obtained
considering the unconditional scenario.

From our analysis the most relevant seg-
ments, in term of credit riskiness, are the corpo-
rate and small business not only on the short
term as highlighted looking the 1y PD but also
looking the lifetime horizon despite the low val-
ues of estimate residual lifetime. The difference
between 1y ECL and LT is relevant only for
the retail portfolio where the estimated resid-
ual lifetime are higher. Due to the specificity
of the public entities and the financial institu-
tion, that have shorter residual lifetime than the
other segments, both have similar 1y and LT
metrics. These values will be useful in the next
section where the scenarios sensitivities will be
analyzed.
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Annual Decay Rate (2017 End of Year) Cumul. PD 1Y Cumul. PD 20Y Cumul. PD 50Y
CORP 2.79% 2.89% 41.89% 59.23%
FI 2.25% 1.89% 30.19% 47.55%
PA 0.60% 0.31% 4.05% 4.62%
RETAIL 1.16% 0.86% 16.99% 27.91%
SB 2.34% 2.11% 35.09% 52.08%

TABLE 2: Actual Annual Decay Rate and Cumulative PDs considering the unconditional scenario at national level

EAD ERL LGD Realized PD 1y
(bln Euro) (year) (IFRS 9)

CORP 1.531 3.00 39.91% 2.79%
FI 0.462 2.50 29.84% 2.25%
PA 0.140 1.50 19.99% 0.60%
RETAIL 0.763 15.00 24.96% 1.16%
SB 0.689 3.00 29.97% 2.34%

TABLE 3: Starting Point of portfolio metrics

PD 1y (IFRS 9) ECL 1y ECL LT
CORP 2.80% 1.12% 3.02%
FI 1.83% 0.55% 1.28%
PA 0.30% 0.06% 0.08%
RETAIL 0.83% 0.21% 2.49%
SB 2.04% 0.61% 1.73%

TABLE 4: Unconditional Scenario Results

Scenarios Sensitivity Analysis

In order to assess the sensitivity to the macroeco-
nomic scenarios of ECL values of the application
portfolio, 4 possibles scenarios for the evolution
of Italian gross domestic product have been de-
fined. In particular:

• Extremely Negative : worst 3 year histori-
cal period of negative % variation of GDP

• Negative : 3 year negative % variation of
GDP

• Positive : 3 year positive % variation of
GDP

• Extremely Positive : best 3 year historical
period of positive % variation of GDP

The values of the annual percentage change
have been reported in Table 5 and their series
have been plotted in Figure 5: GDP evolutions
affect the trend of all the other macroeconomic
variables included in the analysis. We report in
the Section I.1 the output charts with the evolu-
tion of all the macroeconomic variables in the
various scenarios. The deviation from uncon-
ditional scenario are clearer for the macroeco-
nomic variables that are closely related to the
Italian economic system, as highlighted in Sub-
section .

We estimate the decay rates evolution using
the macroeconomic scenarios and a proper set
of satellite models. In Section I.2 the forecasted
values of annual decay rate are plotted for each
scenarios. Then, the multi-year PD curves have
been calculated (see Section E) and the results
are reported in Subsection J of the appendix. Fi-
nally, the curves are calculated for each creditor,
starting from the annual PD defined according
with the Formula (15) and the 1y ECL and LT
have been retrieved.

The 1y PD and the ECL 1y and LT (% EAD)
have been aggregated using the creditor type in
the different scenarios (see Tables 6, 8 and 9).

It is worth noting that the most sensitive
segment on the short term are the corporate
and the small business with high variation of
1y ECL among the scenarios. On the long term,
the scenario sensitivities is valuable also in the
other segments, like the retail segment, due
to a longer residual lifetime. The corporate
customers revert to the unconditional scenarios
more quickly than the retail and small business
due to their specificity. Finally, it is not appre-
ciable the LT values volatility for the financial
institution and the public entities because the
residual lifetime are usually shorter than 1 year
in our example.
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Year-Quarter Positive Extremely Positive Negative Extremely Negative
2017q4 2.98% 2.98% 2.98% 2.98%
2018q4 2.38% 3.38% -2.82% -3.82%
2019q4 4.77% 5.77% -1.70% -2.70%
2020q4 2.48% 3.48% -0.36% -1.36%

TABLE 5: Scenarios Values for the % variation of GDP

FIGURE 5: Historical and Forecasted series of YoY % variation of Italian GDP

Metrics PD 1y
Scenario Unconditional Extremely Positive Positive Negative Extremely Negative
Year Forecast 1y 1y 2y 3y 1y 2y 3y 1y 2y 3y 1y 2y 3y
Segment
CORP 2.89% 2.83% 2.19% 1.70% 2.95% 2.38% 1.90% 3.85% 4.30% 3.73% 4.05% 4.82% 4.38%
FI 1.90% 1.89% 1.59% 1.22% 1.92% 1.70% 1.35% 2.23% 2.93% 2.97% 2.30% 3.29% 3.59%
PA 0.31% 0.31% 0.20% 0.15% 0.31% 0.21% 0.17% 0.31% 0.42% 0.93% 0.31% 0.50% 1.42%
RETAIL 0.86% 0.84% 0.68% 0.58% 0.87% 0.74% 0.66% 1.11% 1.38% 1.42% 1.17% 1.54% 1.69%
SB 2.11% 2.10% 1.85% 1.60% 2.14% 1.94% 1.72% 2.52% 2.87% 2.79% 2.60% 3.12% 3.16%

TABLE 6: PD 1y IFRS9

Metrics PD LT
Scenario Unconditional Extremely Positive Positive Negative Extremely Negative
Year Forecast 1y 1y 2y 3y 1y 2y 3y 1y 2y 3y 1y 2y 3y
Segment
CORP 2.56% 2.01% 1.82% 1.76% 2.18% 1.98% 1.90% 3.58% 3.29% 2.89% 4.03% 3.73% 3.24%
FI 1.68% 1.41% 1.15% 1.09% 1.52% 1.29% 1.23% 2.95% 2.83% 2.57% 3.44% 3.49% 3.18%
PA 0.25% 0.25% 0.17% 0.13% 0.26% 0.19% 0.15% 0.37% 0.69% 1.01% 0.41% 0.98% 1.77%
RETAIL 0.80% 0.75% 0.75% 0.74% 0.77% 0.76% 0.75% 0.87% 0.84% 0.82% 0.90% 0.87% 0.83%
SB 1.99% 1.71% 1.61% 1.55% 1.81% 1.71% 1.65% 2.62% 2.56% 2.41% 2.90% 2.86% 2.69%

TABLE 7: Expected Credit Loss 1y

Metrics ECL 1y
Scenario Unconditional Extremely Positive Positive Negative Extremely Negative
Year Forecast 1y 1y 2y 3y 1y 2y 3y 1y 2y 3y 1y 2y 3y
Segment
CORP 1.12% 1.09% 0.84% 0.65% 1.14% 0.92% 0.73% 1.48% 1.66% 1.44% 1.56% 1.86% 1.69%
FI 0.55% 0.54% 0.46% 0.35% 0.56% 0.49% 0.39% 0.64% 0.85% 0.86% 0.66% 0.95% 1.04%
PA 0.06% 0.06% 0.04% 0.03% 0.06% 0.04% 0.03% 0.06% 0.08% 0.18% 0.06% 0.10% 0.27%
RETAIL 0.21% 0.20% 0.16% 0.14% 0.21% 0.18% 0.16% 0.27% 0.33% 0.34% 0.28% 0.37% 0.41%
SB 0.61% 0.61% 0.54% 0.46% 0.62% 0.56% 0.50% 0.73% 0.83% 0.81% 0.75% 0.90% 0.91%

TABLE 8: Expected Credit Loss 1y

Metrics ECL LT
Scenario Unconditional Extremely Positive Positive Negative Extremely Negative
Year Forecast 1y 1y 2y 3y 1y 2y 3y 1y 2y 3y 1y 2y 3y
Segment
CORP 2.96% 2.46% 2.07% 1.90% 2.64% 2.27% 2.08% 4.21% 4.02% 3.49% 4.67% 4.57% 3.99%
FI 1.25% 1.16% 0.95% 0.81% 1.22% 1.04% 0.90% 1.87% 2.05% 1.95% 2.07% 2.42% 2.39%
PA 0.08% 0.08% 0.05% 0.04% 0.08% 0.06% 0.05% 0.10% 0.17% 0.29% 0.11% 0.23% 0.48%
RETAIL 2.42% 2.02% 2.00% 2.01% 2.15% 2.12% 2.12% 3.22% 3.18% 3.07% 3.61% 3.58% 3.44%
SB 1.70% 1.53% 1.39% 1.30% 1.60% 1.47% 1.39% 2.23% 2.25% 2.12% 2.42% 2.51% 2.39%

TABLE 9: Expected Credit Loss Lifetime
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Conclusions

We have presented a toolkit to benchmark the
credit risk of a portfolio according to the new
IFRS9 requirements. The framework enhances
the satellite models and scenario creation mod-
elling : i) it allows for a IFRS9 credit metrics
benchmark for Italian credit exposure ii) it is
based on BACE methodologies, thus being one
of the preferred methods to approach the es-
timation of benchmark models; iii) credit risk
can be measured and monitored in a unified
and consistent fashion; iv) it explicitly allows
for evaluating accurate credit risk metrics on
multiple portfolio composition, exploiting the
geographic or economic models segmentation
v) it can be used for stress testing purposes
and scenario analysis. By calibrating the build-
ing block of the framework on a benchmark
data downloaded from the public database of

Banca d’Italia, we also show that satellite mod-
els must depend on a different set of variables
according to the cluster debtors belong to; by
its own nature, the BACE approach we employ
is well-suited to include with a greater weight
the explanatory variables with a better relative
predictive performance and therefore best apt
to describe the behaviour of credit risk measure
of different clusters. In our practical application,
we demonstrate how it is possible to apply this
framework on a credit portfolio, identifying
and highlighting their credit risk characteristic.
Notwithstanding the greater complexity of the
framework, the calibration of its building blocks
is relatively straightforward when operated by
the BACE methodology: the integrated and
holistic feature of the approach allows users to
effectively challenge the risk management of
the models and metrics enhancement required
by IFRS9 methodologies.
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Appendix

A. Regressors Weights in the
BACE Methodology

The model posterior probability, used to weight
the coefficient of regressors in the BACE proce-
dure, is calculated for each possible regression
equation as:

P(Mj|y) =
P(Mj)T�kj/2RSS

�Tj/2
j

ÂI
i=1 P(Mi)T�ki/2RSS�Ti/2

i

where RSSj is the sum of square residuals, T
are the number of observation, kj is the num-
ber of regressors of the model j (identified as
Mj, from a total of I possible models), and y is
the vector of available data. P(Mj) is the prior
probability that we imposed to have an uniform
distribution:6

P(Mj) = k/K.

Using the posterior probability, the condi-
tional expected coefficient values for each re-
gressor can be calculated as:

E[b j|y] =
I

Â
i=1

P(Mi|y)bbi,j

where bbi,j is the coefficient estimates using the
OLS procedure in the model i for the regressor
j. The inclusion posterior probability is defined
as:

P(b j|y) =
M

Â
i=1

P(Mi|y)H1, H1 =

(
1, if b j 2 Mi

0, if b j /2 Mi

It provides the probability that a regressor en-
ters in the final model regression.

B. Model Correlation Index
Approach

We leverage on the correlation between the de-
cay rates of the same creditor type but at dif-
ferent levels. For example, the decay rate for
region Lombardy can be linked to the one of
its macro-region (North-Western Italy); we state

that the decay rates tend to move jointly.
Following the report steps a model is ob-

tained:

• Calculation of correlation between the dif-
ferent time series provided by BdI. We will
therefore obtain:

– Corri,j : correlations between the
macro-region i and the region j

– Corrk,i : correlations between the
ATECO macro-region k and the
macro-region i

• After defining the correlation indicators,
Coe f fDRk,i and Coe f fDRi,j are computed as
follows:

– Coe f fDRk,i =
Corrk,i

Corrk,i+Corri,j

– Coe f fDRi,j =
Corri,j

Corrk,i+Corri,j

Those two coefficients are the weights at-
tached to respectively the ATECO and the
geographical component in the definition
of the ATECO-region series;

• Once the coefficients are computed, the
linear combination we introduced will
yield the decay rate, according to the fol-
lowing formula 11.

B.1 Impulse Response Function

Given the structure of the model as expressed
in (5), it is possible to include a shock in a single
variable and to determine the evolution of the
others, conditional on the shock itself. The Im-
pulse Response Function is a method to analyze
the consequences of the introduction of said
shocks. An important feature of VAR models
is that they can be rewritten as Vector Moving
Average (VMA(•)) if the eigenvalues of matrix
A1 are in absolute value less than one.

For example, let us consider the VAR(1)
model of (6) as our baseline. We can rewrite
it in a recursive way as:

6This is a simple assumption that can be relaxed by assigning any other distribution form, if it is considered more
appropriate by the estimator.
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xt = A0 + A1xt�1 + et

= A0 + A1(A0 + A1xt�2 + et�1) + et

· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
= Ak+1

1 xt�k�1 + et + A1et�1 + · · ·
+ Ak

1et�k + (I + A1 + · · ·+ Ak
1)A0.

(16)

If the eigenvalues of A1 are in absolute value
less than one, then as k goes to infinity the com-
ponent Ak+1

1 xt�k+1 becomes smaller and there-
fore the expression (I + A1 + · · ·+ Ak

1)A0 tends
to the mean of process xt:

E (xt) = µ =

 
•

Â
j=0

Aj
1

!
A0 = (I � A1)

�1 A0;

(17)
Going from (16) to (17) we have implicitly as-
sumed that E (et) = 0 8t 2 T. Finally, the
VMA(•) is given by:

xt = A0 + et + A1et � 1 + · · ·+ Ak
1et�k + · · ·

(18)
From Equation (18) we can analyze the reac-

tion (Impulse Response Function) of the variables
to the shock that hits one of them. For example,
let #yt = +1% in Equation (5). Then, given the

structure of B�1 =


1 0

b̄21 1

�
,], which is lower

triangular, the shock affecting y has an immedi-
ate effect on z through the coefficient b21.

et =


e1,t
e1,t

�
=


1 0

b̄21 1

� 
#yt
#zt

�
=


1 0

b̄21 1

� 
0.01

0

�

(19)

xt =


yt
zt

�
=


1 0

b̄21 1

� 
b10
b20

�
+


1 0

b̄21 1

� 
0.01

0

�
.

(20)
The h-steps ahead value of xt, i.e. what we

are interested about when making forecasts, is
obtained with the following Equation, assuming
that there are no more shocks between t + 1 and
t + h:

xt+h|t =


yt+h
zt+h

�

=


1 0

b̄21 1

� 
b10
b20

�
+ Ah

1


1 0

b̄21 1

� 
0.01

0

�
.

(21)

C. Removing Seasonality
from Time Series

Removing the seasonality effects is done accord-
ing to the following steps:

• calculation of a centered moving average
for each period t:

MMy(t) =
(y(t) + y(t � 1) + y(t + 1))

4

+
1
2 (y(t + 2) + y(t � 2))

4
(22)

where MMy(t) is the moving average of
the decay rate in quarter t and y(t +�i)
are the values of the decay rate for re-
spectively i ahead (+) or previosly (-) time
t; We use the same variable in different
quarters since there is a tight connection
between contiguous observations.

• calculation of the so-called “deviation” co-
efficients. They are obtained with the ratio
of each decay rate and the moving average
at time t:

devy(t) =
y(t)

MMy(t)
(23)

A coefficient is calculated for each quarter
t. It shows how the observation at time
t is different from the moving average of
the same quarter t.

• calculation of coefficients a. For each
semester we are now going to calculate
the effect of seasonality in the sample, by
using the deviation coefficients computed
above, once they are divided according to
the quarter they refer to:

a(t) = meandevy(t) (24)

where t=1:4. These four coefficients rep-
resent the seasonality effect associated to
the four quarters of an year.

• removing of the seasonality effect from the
time series through the Alpha coefficients
computed above.

ŷt =
yt
at

(25)

This final step creates the new series, cor-
rected for the seasonality effect.
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D. Credit Loss formula

The 1-year and lifetime ECLs are calculated ac-
cording to the following formulas:

ECL1y =
4

Â
t=1

EAD(t)MPD(t � 1, t)LGD(t)
(1 + EIR)t

ECLLT =
T

Â
t=1

EAD(t)MPD(t � 1, t)LGD(t)
(1 + EIR)t

(26)

where:

• T : transaction maturity

• t : quarterly time step characterizing the
amortization schedule of the exposure
(EAD(t))

• MPD(t � 1, t : corresponds to the quar-
terly term structure of Marginal Default
Probabilities;

• LGD(t) : corresponds to the quarterly
Loss Given Default;

• EAD(t) : corresponds to the quarterly Ex-
posure at Default;

• EIR(t) : interest rate adopted for discount-
ing the ECL(t).

E. Multi-Year PD Curves
Formula

The term multi-year PD is used as a synonym
of PD profiles – i.e., it denotes a collection of
PD values, which refer to different time peri-
ods. The cumulative PD in period t could be
expressed as:

cPD(t) = cPD(t � 1) + PD(t)(1 � cPD(t � 1))

where PD(t) is the quarterly probability of de-
fault and it could be approximated with the fore-
cast of quarterly decay rates estimated using the
satellite models. In the case study presented af-
ter the twentieth year, the decay rate is imposed
to linearly revert to zero. In order to calculate
the ECL by means of Equation 26 one has to
determine the marginal PDs, as in Equation 27,
for all periods t  T, where T denotes the matu-
rity date of a financial instrument. The residual
maturity of a financial instrument is divided

into equally spaced (and non-overlapping) peri-
ods t, which in our framework have a length of
3-months.

mPD(t) = cPD(t)� cPD(t � 1) (27)

F. Statistical Model Testing

The satellite models estimation we described in
the previous paragraph is followed by the analy-
sis of the goodness of said models. This analysis
is possible thanks to the comparison between
the decay rates provided by Banca d’Italia, DR,
and the ones estimated by the regression mod-
els, D̂R.

The first goodness indicator is the coeffi-
cient of determination R-squared of the satellite
model under analysis. It measures the goodness
of fit of the model by comparing the statistical
deviation of the data and the fitted values. In
formula:

R2 =
ESS
TSS

= 1 � RSS
TSS

(28)

Where:

• ESS = Ân
i=1 D̂Rt,i � EDR2

i is the Ex-
plained Sum of Squares. It measures the
deviance of the decay rate calculated by
the model and the mean value of the time
series;

• TSS = Ân
i=1 DRt,i � EDR2

i is the Total
Sum of Squares. It measures the deviance
of the observed decay rate from its mean
value;

• RSS = Ân
i=1 DRt,i � ˆDRt,i

2 is the Residual
Sum of Squares. It measures the deviance
of the observed decay rates from the data
estimated thanks to the satellite model.

The determination coefficient R-squared helps
to make some evaluations about the behaviour
of the residuals generated from the satellite
models. They are computed as:

et,i = DRt,i � D̂Rt,i (29)

By using this formula for each instant of the
time series we obtain a residual vector for the es-
timation of several robustness procedures, that
will be introduced as follows. The first analysis
concerns the mean value of the residuals: in-
deed, one of the main assumptions we use in
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satellite models is that residuals have a Normal
distribution with mean equal to zero. The statis-
tical test we use to check whether this assump-
tion holds is the t-test; it is used to test whether
the sample mean is equal to a pre-defined value,
which is zero in this case.

Further tests we employed concern the statis-
tical distribution of residuals; in order to avoid
imprecisions and distortions it is important that
the distribution approximates a Normal one.
We therefore run the following test: Shapiro-
Francia, Shapiro-Wilk and the test for Skewness
and Kurtosis.

• Shaprio-Francia and Shapiro-Wilk test the
hypothesis of Normal distribution of resid-
uals. They can be run also for small sam-
ples.

• The analysis of skewness and kurtosis al-
lows to have information on the distribu-
tion tails and to understand whether the
distribution takes values similar to those
of a Normal distribution.

Another set of tests we run concerns the au-
tocorrelation of the residuals, i.e. we want to
check whether the residual component at time t
is dependent on the one of time t-1. We run the
following tests in order to verify this hypothe-
sis: Durbin Watson, Durbin alternative test and
Breusch-Godfrey test.

• Durbin-Watson test: it tests the presence
of a first-order correlation, while maintain-
ing that all regressors are strictly exoge-
nous;

• Durbin alternative test: similar to the one
discussed above, the difference is that it
does not require regressors’ exogeneity

• Breusch-Godfrey: similar to the Durbin-
Watson test but more general, it indeed
tests autocorrelation of order higher than
1

After the tests for the robustness of the satel-
lite models, it is possible to compute the fore-
casted decay rates, as will be clear in the next
Paragraph.
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G. Regressors

G.1 Scenario Generator

HPI Oil GDP Ftse Mib DispInc Infl Unem 10yr Eur3m FX rate
HPI 1 0 + 0 + + - + + 0
Oil + 1 + + + + - + + +
GDP + - 1 0 0 0 - + - 0
Ftse Mib + 0 + 1 + 0 0 - - 0
DispInc + - + + 1 + - + - +
Infl + + + + + 1 - + + +
Unem - - - - - - 1 - - -
10yr + + + + + + - 1 + +
Eur3m + + + + + + - + 1 +
FX rate + + + + + + - + + 1

TABLE 10: Regressors used for scenario generator model and the expected sign they should have in each model equation.

G.2 Decay Rate

Creditor Type Regressor Expected Sign
10YR Bond Yield +
Inflation rate -
Disposable income -
3M Euribor Yield +
Italy GDP -
House Price Index -

Retail

Unemployment Rate +
10YR Bond Yield +
Inflation rate -
Disposable income -
3M Euribor Yield +
Italy GDP -
House Price Index -

Small Business

Unemployment Rate +
10YR Bond Yield +
Inflation rate +/-*
Disposable income -
3M Euribor Yield +/-*
Italy GDP -
House Price Index +/-*
Unemployment Rate +
FTSE mib -
Oil Price +/-*

Corporate

Euro/Dollar Exchange Rate +/-*
10YR Bond Yield -
Inflation rate -
Disposable income +/-*
3M Euribor Yield +/-*
Italy GDP -
House Price Index -
Unemployment Rate +
FTSE mib -
Oil Price +

Financial Institution

Euro/Dollar Exchange Rate +/-*

TABLE 11: Regressors used for decay rate model and the expected sign they should have in each model equation (*the
expected sign is different related to the economic activities).
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H. Models

H.1 Scenario Generator

Model Code R-squared
HPI 94.6%
FX rate 40.5%
Eur3m 96.9%
10yr 86.4%
Unem 96.6%
Oil 65.3%
Infl 86.7%
DispInc 69.8%
Ftse Mib 66.8%
GDP 88.3%

TABLE 12: R-squared for each equations of VAR Model

Pvalue
>–>–>- Model Code % of test passed Breush-Godfrey Durbin-Alt Durbin Watson Statistic

HPI 66% 0.0% 5.4% 1.52
FX rate 66% 0.0% 5.1% 1.85
Eur3m 100% 5.6% 5.4% 1.85
10yr 100% 20.8% 21.5% 2.35
Unem 100% 11.3% 11.4% 2.02
Oil 66% 2.9% 7.6% 2.10
Infl 66% 0.2% 5.0% 2.34
DispInc 66% 4.7% 4.4% 1.83
Ftse Mib 100% 14.3% 14.6% 1.67
GDP 66% 1.9% 6.6% 1.80

TABLE 13: Autocorrelation test results for each equations of VAR Model

Pvalue
>–>—— Model Code % of test passed Shap/Wilk Shap/Franc Sk Kurt Sk/Kurt Test T-test Residuals
HPI 20% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 82.1%
FX rate 100% 19.0% 15.9% 40.0% 63.4% 61.8% 74.7%
Eur3m 20% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 76.4%
10yr 100% 7.9% 3.5% 32.0% 9.3% 13.7% 93.4%
Unem 20% 2.5% 0.9% 6.5% 0.4% 0.7% 76.6%
Oil 100% 58.0% 28.9% 78.6% 22.5% 44.8% 88.0%
Infl 40% 0.2% 0.1% 13.7% 0.3% 0.8% 35.0%
DispInc 100% 21.5% 32.0% 21.0% 70.3% 41.1% 35.8%
Ftse Mib 100% 52.7% 42.3% 15.6% 38.5% 23.7% 72.2%
GDP 20% 0.2% 0.1% 1.3% 0.1% 0.1% 87.3%

TABLE 14: Residual Normality Distribution Test results for each equations of VAR Model
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GDP Eur3m HPI FX rate Ftse Mib Oil Unem 10yr Infl DispInc
GDP 0.72%
Eur3m 0.08% 0.27%
HPI 0.07% 0.35% 1.07%
FX rate 3.33% 0.54% 0.32% 8.95%
Ftse Mib 4.42% 0.71% 0.87% 1.17% 12.14%
Oil 2.92% 5.24% 0.55% 4.17% 4.12% 16.79%
Unem -0.09% 0.02% -0.03% 0.08% -0.13% 0.06% 0.32%
10yr -0.02% 0.17% 0.02% -0.04% -0.03% 0.11% 0.05% 0.40%
Infl 0.02% 0.13% 0.05% -0.05% 0.06% 0.25% -0.05% 0.04% 0.27%
DispInc 0.19% 0.28% 0.16% 0.24% 0.07% 0.11% 0.01% 0.09% 0.09% 1.14%

TABLE 15: Impulse Response function of VAR Model

H.2 Decay Rate

H.2.1 Retail

Description Stats Results
R-squared 61.6%
% of test on residual autocorrelation passed 100%
Residual Std Deviation 12.7%
Pvalue test Breush-Godfrey 6.4% Succeed
Durbin Watson Statistic 1.50 Succeed
Pvalue test Durbin-Alt 6.2% Succeed
% of test on residual normality distribution passed 100%
Pvalue test Shapiro Wilk 28.2% Succeed
Pvalue test Shapiro Francia 45.5% Succeed
Pvalue test Skewness 40.6% Succeed
Pvalue test Kurtness 23.3% Succeed
Pvalue test Skewness/Kurtosis 33.2% Succeed
Pvalue T-test sui Residui 74.7% Succeed

TABLE 16: Statistical tests for Retail decay rates

Description Lag Coefficient Posterior Probability P-Value
Long term rate (Italy 10 YR Yield) 0 11.07 100% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 3 - 12.12 100% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Disposable income 0 - 3.04 92% 0.02
Unemployment Rate 3 5.54 90% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 0 - 0.81 29% 0.02
Short term rate (Euribor 3M) 3 0.51 25% 0.05
Short term rate (Euribor 3M) 2 0.13 12% 0.06
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 1 - 0.14 10% 0.03
Unemployment Rate 2 0.66 10% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Disposable income 1 - 0.12 8% 0.02
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 2 - 0.04 7% 0.04
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 3 - 0.02 7% 0.04
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 3 - 0.00 3% 0.02
Short term rate (Euribor 3M) 1 0.00 2% 0.01
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 2 - 0.00 1% 0.01
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 0 - 0.00 0% 0.00
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 1 - 0.00 0% 0.00

TABLE 17: Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only final regressors
with a posterior probability greater than 1% are shown)
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FIGURE 6: Retail National Model, clockwise: Plot of actual and fitted values, Histogram of residuals, Autocorrelation
function of residuals, Posterior probabilities of regressors
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H.2.2 Small Business

Description Stats Results
R-squared 59.2%
% of test on residual autocorrelation passed 100%
Residual Std Deviation 8.0%
Pvalue test Breush-Godfrey 62.0% Succeed
Durbin Watson Statistic 1.64 Succeed
Pvalue test Durbin-Alt 66.4% Succeed
% of test on residual normality distribution passed 100%
Pvalue test Shapiro Wilk 73.5% Succeed
Pvalue test Shapiro Francia 59.8% Succeed
Pvalue test Skewness 22.9% Succeed
Pvalue test Kurtness 48.0% Succeed
Pvalue test Skewness/Kurtosis 34.7% Succeed
Pvalue T-test sui Residui 57.2% Succeed

TABLE 18: Statistical tests for Small Business decay rates

Description Lag Coefficient Posterior Probability P-Value
Unemployment Rate 0 5.14 93% 0.00
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 4 - 0.72 75% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 3 - 1.79 47% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Disposable income 1 - 0.48 40% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Disposable income 0 - 0.35 31% 0.01
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 4 - 0.71 20% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Disposable income 2 - 0.20 17% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 2 - 0.54 16% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 1 - 0.53 15% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 1 - 0.11 12% 0.03
Long term rate (Italy 10 YR Yield) 0 0.09 11% 0.06
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 0 - 0.07 10% 0.03
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 3 - 0.06 9% 0.01
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 2 - 0.07 9% 0.02
Unemployment Rate 1 0.29 6% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 3 - 0.02 5% 0.03
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 4 - 0.01 5% 0.04
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 2 - 0.02 4% 0.01
Long term rate (Italy 10 YR Yield) 1 0.01 2% 0.01
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 1 - 0.01 2% 0.01
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 0 - 0.01 2% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Disposable income 4 - 0.01 1% 0.01
% Annual variation of the Disposable income 3 - 0.00 1% 0.01
Long term rate (Italy 10 YR Yield) 3 0.00 1% 0.01
Unemployment Rate 2 0.03 1% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 0 - 0.01 1% 0.00

TABLE 19: Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only final regressors
with a posterior probability greater than 1% are shown)
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FIGURE 7: Small Business National Model, clockwise : Plot of actual and fitted values, Histogram of residuals, Autocor-
relation function of residuals, Posterior probabilities of regressors
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H.2.3 Corporate

Description Stats Results
R-squared 97.2%
% of test on residual autocorrelation passed 100%
Residual Std Deviation 5.9%
Pvalue test Breush-Godfrey 16.6% Succeed
Durbin Watson Statistic 1.83 Succeed
Pvalue test Durbin-Alt 17.1% Succeed
% of test on residual normality distribution passed 100%
Pvalue test Shapiro Wilk 39.8% Succeed
Pvalue test Shapiro Francia 50.7% Succeed
Pvalue test Skewness 44.5% Succeed
Pvalue test Kurtness 31.2% Succeed
Pvalue test Skewness/Kurtosis 43.5% Succeed
Pvalue T-test sui Residui 89.7% Succeed

TABLE 20: Statistical tests for Corporate decay rates

Description Lag Coefficient Posterior Probability P-Value
% Annual variation of the Stock market index (FTSE MIB) 0 - 0.26 100% 0.00
Unemployment Rate 0 4.71 97% 0.00
Short term rate (Euribor 3M) 2 - 7.25 87% 0.00
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 2 - 2.08 81% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 2 - 1.42 46% 0.01
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 0 - 0.74 42% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Oil price (Brent) 0 - 0.03 35% 0.01
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 2 - 0.30 23% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Disposable income 2 - 0.13 22% 0.07
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 1 - 0.51 19% 0.01
Absolute annual variation of the Euro/Dollar Exchange rate 2 - 0.01 17% 0.07
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 1 - 0.41 16% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Oil price (Brent) 1 - 0.01 14% 0.00
Absolute annual variation of the Euro/Dollar Exchange rate 1 - 0.01 12% 0.05
% Annual variation of the Oil price (Brent) 2 - 0.01 12% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 0 - 0.24 10% 0.01
Absolute annual variation of the Euro/Dollar Exchange rate 0 - 0.01 9% 0.03
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 1 - 0.11 9% 0.00
Short term rate (Euribor 3M) 1 - 0.56 7% 0.00
Short term rate (Euribor 3M) 0 - 0.43 6% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Disposable income 0 - 0.04 5% 0.01
% Annual variation of the Disposable income 1 - 0.02 4% 0.02
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 0 - 0.07 3% 0.00
Unemployment Rate 1 0.08 2% 0.00

TABLE 21: Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only final regressors
with a posterior probability greater than 1% are shown)
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FIGURE 8: Corporate National Model, clockwise : Plot of actual and fitted values, Histogram of residuals, Autocorrelation
function of residuals, Posterior probabilities of regressors
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H.2.4 Financial Institutions

Description Stats Results
R-squared 76.2%
% of test on residual autocorrelation passed 100%
Residual Std Deviation 21.4%
Pvalue test Breush-Godfrey 55.0% Succeed
Durbin Watson Statistic 1.88 Succeed
Pvalue test Durbin-Alt 57.0% Succeed
% of test on residual normality distribution passed 100%
Pvalue test Shapiro Wilk 58.9% Succeed
Pvalue test Shapiro Francia 37.8% Succeed
Pvalue test Skewness 91.6% Succeed
Pvalue test Kurtness 33.7% Succeed
Pvalue test Skewness/Kurtosis 61.9% Succeed
Pvalue T-test sui Residui 57.2% Succeed

TABLE 22: Statistical tests for Financial Institutions decay rates

Description Lag Coefficient Posterior Probability P-Value
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 1 - 3.07 81% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Disposable income 0 2.40 52% 0.02
Unemployment Rate 1 3.97 43% 0.00
Unemployment Rate 2 2.69 29% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Oil price (Brent) 2 - 0.05 29% 0.03
Unemployment Rate 0 2.58 28% 0.00
Short term rate (Euribor 3M) 0 - 1.20 23% 0.02
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 2 - 1.38 23% 0.03
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 0 - 0.90 21% 0.03
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 0 - 0.60 18% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 0 - 0.83 15% 0.03
Long term rate (Italy 10 YR Yield) 2 - 0.37 15% 0.05
Short term rate (Euribor 3M) 2 - 0.48 14% 0.04
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 1 - 0.44 13% 0.02
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 1 - 0.60 12% 0.03
% Annual variation of the Stock market index (FTSE MIB) 2 - 0.02 12% 0.05
Absolute annual variation of the Euro/Dollar Exchange rate 0 - 0.03 12% 0.05
Short term rate (Euribor 3M) 1 - 0.33 11% 0.03
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 2 - 0.21 10% 0.03
Absolute annual variation of the Euro/Dollar Exchange rate 2 - 0.01 10% 0.06
% Annual variation of the Stock market index (FTSE MIB) 1 - 0.01 9% 0.04
Long term rate (Italy 10 YR Yield) 0 - 0.02 9% 0.05
Long term rate (Italy 10 YR Yield) 1 0.03 9% 0.05
% Annual variation of the Stock market index (FTSE MIB) 0 - 0.01 8% 0.04
% Annual variation of the Oil price (Brent) 1 - 0.01 8% 0.03
% Annual variation of the Oil price (Brent) 0 - 0.01 8% 0.04
Absolute annual variation of the Euro/Dollar Exchange rate 1 0.00 8% 0.06

TABLE 23: Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only final regressors
with a posterior probability greater than 1% are shown)
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FIGURE 9: Financial Institutions National Model, clockwise : Plot of actual and fitted values, Histogram of residuals,
Autocorrelation function of residuals, Posterior probabilities of regressors
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H.2.5 Public Entities

Description Stats Results
R-squared 73.5%
% of test on residual autocorrelation passed 67%
Residual Std Deviation 41.7%
Pvalue test Breush-Godfrey 30.4% Succeed
Durbin Watson Statistic 2.31 Failed
Pvalue test Durbin-Alt 33.5% Succeed
% of test on residual normality distribution passed 100%
Pvalue test Shapiro Wilk 35.8% Succeed
Pvalue test Shapiro Francia 42.3% Succeed
Pvalue test Skewness 52.3% Succeed
Pvalue test Kurtness 71.9% Succeed
Pvalue test Skewness/Kurtosis 75.7% Succeed
Pvalue T-test sui Residui 78.7% Succeed

TABLE 24: Statistical tests for Public Entities decay rates

Description Lag Coefficient Posterior Probability P-Value
Unemployment Rate 4 25.81 73% 0.01
Unemployment Rate 3 6.94 19% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Stock market index (FTSE MIB) 0 - 0.07 18% 0.08
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 4 - 2.95 16% 0.07
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 0 - 1.35 16% 0.04
Long term rate (Italy 10 YR Yield) 3 1.05 14% 0.07
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 2 - 1.77 12% 0.05
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 1 - 0.78 12% 0.05
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 1 - 1.34 11% 0.06
% Annual variation of the Stock market index (FTSE MIB) 2 - 0.02 11% 0.08
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 0 - 0.57 11% 0.05
Long term rate (Italy 10 YR Yield) 4 0.35 10% 0.07
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 0 - 0.88 9% 0.05
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 2 - 0.53 9% 0.04
Long term rate (Italy 10 YR Yield) 2 0.50 8% 0.05
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 1 - 0.30 8% 0.04
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 3 - 0.43 8% 0.03
% Annual variation of the Gross domestic Product 4 - 0.11 5% 0.03
Unemployment Rate 0 1.11 4% 0.00
% Annual variation of the Inflation Rate 3 - 0.17 3% 0.03
% Annual variation of the Stock market index (FTSE MIB) 4 - 0.01 3% 0.03
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 3 - 0.05 3% 0.02
Long term rate (Italy 10 YR Yield) 0 0.10 3% 0.02
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 2 - 0.07 2% 0.01
% Annual variation of the House Price Index 4 - 0.01 1% 0.01
Unemployment Rate 2 0.28 1% 0.00
Unemployment Rate 1 0.29 1% 0.00

TABLE 25: Final regressors, regression coefficients, posterior probabilities and statistical significance (only final regressors
with a posterior probability greater than 1% are shown)
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FIGURE 10: Public Entities National Model, clockwise : Plot of actual and fitted values, Histogram of residuals, Autocor-
relation function of residuals, Posterior probabilities of regressors
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I. Historical Evolution and
Projection

I.1 Scenario Generator

(a) % Annual Variation of Gross Domestic
Product

(b) % Annual Variation of Disposable In-
come

(c) Level of Unemployment Rate (d) % Annual Variation of Consumer Price
Index

(e) % Annual Variation of House Price In-
dex

(f) % Annual Variation of FTSE Mib Index

(g) Level of Italian 10yr Yield (h) Level of Eur Euribor 3m

(i) % Annual Variation of Brent Oil Price (j) Absolute delta Annual variation of
EUR/USD FX rates
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I.2 Decay Rate

(k) Retail Annualized Decay Rate (l) Small Business Annualized Decay Rate

(m) Corporate Annualized Decay Rate (n) Financial Institution Annualized Decay Rate

(o) Public Entities Annualized Decay Rate
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J. IFRS9 Multi-Year PD
Curves

(p) Retail IFRS9 Multi-Year PD Curve (q) Small Business IFRS9 Multi-Year PD Curve

(r) Corporate IFRS9 Multi-Year PD Curve (s) Financial Institution IFRS9 Multi-Year PD Curve

(t) Public Entities IFRS9 Multi-Year PD Curves
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Maximizing Cumulative
Prospect Utility for Target

Annuity Investment Strategies
aaaa

Elia Mazzoni ⇤

T he aim of this paper is to show how to use the cumulative prospect theory, created by Kahneman and
Tversky, that takes into account the customer’s parameters of risk-aversion and reaction to extreme
events, loss and gains, in order to plan an investment strategy (mainly based on portfolio insurance

techniques) to receive a target annuity after a previously established period of time.

Nowadays the use of automated meth-
ods to take financial decisions is in-
creasing. In particular, there is always

more interest in the use of robo-advisory to
plan investment strategies. Nevertheless, in this
field is still common the presence of elementary
methods, which do not reproduce accurately
the complexity of the real world (e.g. the hu-
man behavior). What we would like to do is to
use a more complex and robust framework, that
is the cumulative prospect theory, in order to
better choose a passive investment strategy on
the long term, which could be applied to a tar-
get annuity plan for individual investors. In this
paper, we mainly focus on the world of portfo-
lio insurance strategies. Therefore, we will use
the prospect theory value function (which is in
a sense an "evolution" of the standard theory
of expected utility maximization) in order to
choose the best long-term investment strategy
that will guarantee a target annuity plan whose
aspects had been decided by the customer. We
emphasize that we use a prospect theory model
whose parameters had already been calibrated
on the customer, in order to better and more
realistically reproduce and understand his real
behavior in front of risky choices.

Prospect Theory

General Description

We will start by describing the main aspects of
the prospect theory and the most evident differ-
ences with respect to the classical utility theory
formulated by Von Neumann and Morgenstern.
The version we will make reference to is the
cumulative prospect theory, which is slightly
different from the simple prospect theory. The
most practical way to explain the difference be-
tween the two is that "cumulative" means that,
instead of using punctual probability (for dis-
crete random variables) or density (for continu-
ous random variables) we will use cumulative
distribution functions. From an historical point
of view, the prospect theory was the original
one, made by Kahneman and Tversky in 1979,
whether they improved it with the cumulative
version in 1992. Let’s see now the main points
of their theory. We can consider this approach
as a part of the behavioral finance research. This
model was introduced to improve the represen-
tation of risk-aversion after some experiments
(for instance, with questionnaires) that showed
that the classical theory of expected utility maxi-
mization did not reproduce some observed phe-
nomena. The cumulative prospect theory has
mainly four differences with respect to the clas-
sical expected utility theory maximization.
The first: instead of maximizing the utility of
absolute wealth, the interviewed tend to max-
imize the utility on the gained wealth (or the
lost one) with respect to a reference level.

⇤At the time of the writing of this article, the author was working for Iason Consulting.
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FIGURE 11: Distortion functions

The reference which is conventionally taken
is the initial wealth invested in the risk-free as-
set. We can summarize this fact saying that
the classic utility theory maximizes on absolute
wealth, whether the prospect theory maximizes
on variations with respect to a reference level.
The second difference is that people tend to
have a distortion in perceiving or evaluating
rare events’ probability. This has an impact in
personal estimation of the probability to have
extreme gains or losses, therefore we should
keep them in mind in building our model. In
fact, in prospect theory, instead of weighing the
utility associated to gains with their probability,
we weigh it with the distortion of the probabil-
ity (or, in the variant we will use, we will weigh
the distortion with the utility function). This
distortion will increase the weight given to rare
events, and will decrease the one given to events
with high probability.
The third crucial point of prospect theory is that
we have to distinguish between losses and gains.
This make us introduce different parameters of
distortion between gains and losses, and also
different parameters in the utility functions. The

prospect theory investor is risk-averse for gains
and risk-seeking when losing.
Finally, the fourth important aspect is that the
customer’s choice depends also on the way we
ask questions to him (for example, the order of
the questions or the structure of the question-
naire have an impact on his choices). Not only
the estimation of probabilities, but also the con-
text has an importance in facing risk and taking
decisions.
We call B the reference level, so that portfo-
lio values higher than this will be considered
gains, whether lower values will be considered
losses. The total portfolio value is indicated by
W (which stands for "wealth"). We make refer-
ence to Carole Bernard and Mario Ghossoub,
Static Portfolio Choice under Cumulative Prospect
Theory:

V(W) =
Z +•

0
w+[1 � FW�B(x)]du+(x)+

+
Z 0

�•
w�[FW�B(x)]du�(�x)
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FIGURE 12: Utility function

where x is the gap between wealth and refer-
ence, and where w+ and w� are the distortions.

w+(p) =
pg

�
pg + (1 � p)g

� 1
g

and

w�(p) =
pd

�
pd + (1 � p)d

� 1
d

,

with 0 < g, d < 1. Kahneman and Tversky es-
timated that g = 0.61 and d = 0.69, whether
Camerer and Ho took g = 0.56. With the pa-
rameters chosen by Kahneman and Tversy, we
get these distortion functions (if we want them
to be monotone and increasing, we should have
g > 0.28): as we can see from the picture 11, the
distortion functions increase the perceived value
of small cumulative distribution function values
(because people overestimate in their reasoning
process the probability of extreme events) so

on the left the functions lie over the bisector,
whether on the right we can see that the func-
tions are under the bisector, which means that
the distortion functions take lower values than
the cumulative distribution function (the inter-
pretation is that people tend to underestimate
the probability of events when it is high).
Then the functions u+ and u� represent the two
branches of the utility function (respectively
for gains and losses) whose argument, differ-
ently from classic utility theory,are variations
of wealth from reference. They are defined for
x > 0 by

u+(x) = xa

and for x > 0 by

u�(x) = �l(�x)b

with 0 < a  b < 1 < l. Always with Kahne-
man Tversky parameters values, we get the plot
in figure 12 for the utility function.
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Another version of the cumulative prospect
theory is given by Xue Dong He and Xun Yu
Zhou. Behavioral Portfolio Choice: An Analytical
Treatment, and they use this value function :

V(W) =
Z +•

B
u+(x � B)d[�w+(1 � F(x))]�

+
Z B

�•
�u�(B � x)d[w�(F(x))]

The difference is that here the integrand is the
utility, and we measure the space using the dis-
tortion, whether in Bernard-Ghossoub the space
is measured with the utility and the integrand
function is the distortion.

Portfolio Insurance Strategies
and Option Replication

Once we have the parameters’ values, we can
use them to create an appropriate investment
strategy. We will discuss in more detail the
implementation of the target annuity in next
section, whether now we focus more on the
presentation of all the investment strategies we
explored. We deeply considered portfolio insur-
ance strategies. These strategies are well known
and some of them have been used for a long
time, in particular in the USA, and, according
to Hull, they had also a catastrophic impact in
1987 on the Dow Jones Industrial Average crash.
The idea behind these strategies is to preserve
a part of the investment (this guaranteed part
of the capital is usually called the "floor", and
with this term we can also call the percentage
of the capital that we are referring to) and, at
the same time, have the possibility to earn more
than the risk-free assets in case of bullish mar-
ket. Let’s now consider all of them and give a
presentation of the main aspects.

Constant Proportion Portfolio Insurance

This is maybe the most important portfolio in-
surance strategy, introduced by Black and Jones
in 1987. The are some parameters which are cru-
cial, in the sense that is a strategy mainly based
on two values: the multiplier m of the CPPI and
the floor. They are crucial and they intuitively
represent respectively how much we are aggres-
sive in our strategy and how much of our initial
capital we would like to preserve with certitude.
Let’s now in more detail the definition of the

strategy. We call G the guaranteed wealth, and
the floor will be the discounted value of G at
the current time:

Ft = e�r(T�t)G

In some references is possible to find that the
expression "floor" is used for the percentage of
the guaranteed capital with respect to the initial
value of the portfolio instead of its amount in
number of currency units. Even in our paper,
it will be evident from the context at each time
which is the use of the word "floor" that we do.
At each time we can reallocate the portfolio, we
compute the cushion: Ct = Vt � Ft which corre-
sponds to the total value of the portfolio minus
the floor (it is the exceeding wealth with respect
to the floor). We choose a multiplier m and
our equity exposure will be Et = mCt. All the
remaining wealth, if positive, will be invested
in risk-less bonds. Dealing with the multiplier
(that usually take values such as 3,4 or 5), we
can choose it in different ways. If we know the
maximum possible loss of the asset on a period
when we cannot reallocate the capital (for ex-
ample, let say it is 20% ), then the maximum
allowed multiplier will be approximately the
inverse of the loss (m ⇡ 1

0.20 = 5).
It is very important to remind that the CPPI
strategy’s value is path-independent if the asset
is just a geometric Brownian motion, whether it
is path-dependent if we let the asset have jumps.
In general there is no strategy that dominates
the other (in the sense that its returns’ cumu-
lative distribution function lies always under
the other), but we know that it is preferable
to choose OBPI if we expect the asset value to
have just small gains with respect to the current
value, whether we gain more with CPPI if the
asset has great increases in value.
Since the returns’ distribution of the strategy
depends on its main parameters (floor and mul-
tiplier) we can say that we could optimize the
choice of them by using the known prospect
value function of the customer. By maximizing
the customer’s prospect value we will choose
the most appropriate parameters of the strat-
egy according to the customer’s behavior and
risk-aversion (and this will be possible also for
the other strategies: we can choose the most
appropriate values for the crucial parameters
by maximizing the customer’s prospect value
function).
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FIGURE 13: Two simulations of the CPPI strategy with 2 floors (respectively 90% and 80% at each time), over ten years
and a basket made of correlated risky assets. In the second one, we can recognize the presence of two floors

CPPI with 2 Floors

This is a variant of the CPPI strategy. A common
problem with CPPI is that, once the cushion is
zero (because of a fall of the risky asset value)
then we will not have another possibility of in-
vestment in equity. This means that in case of
good returns after a market crash, we will not
be able to invest in stock after the first big loss.
This make us choose a strategy with two floors
(for example 90 % and 80 % ). We will start the
strategy with the biggest floor (in our example,
it is 90 % ) and then, once the cushion is zero,
we will change the floor to 80 % . This will let us
exploit an eventual bullish market after the first
bearish moment. In case of always non-zero
cushion, the second floor will never be used.

Stop Loss

With this strategy, we choose as an input a given
percentage (e.g. 80%) that will be the part of
the maximum stock-value we will save. With
Stop-Loss, at each time our capital is either all
invested in stock, either completely invested in
the risk-less bond, there is no portfolio compo-
sition. We start putting the total wealth in the
stock, and we keep track of the best reached
value by the risky asset. When the asset value
falls below the 80% of the maximum attained
value, we clear our equity position and invest
all the capital in bond. A the same way, if the
stock reaches again the 80% of the best attained
value, then we clear our position in risk-less
security and invest all our wealth in stock.

Var-Based Portfolio Insurance

The VBPI is a portfolio insurance strategy that
takes as input value the probability (that we will
call a) to descend under the guaranteed level.
This criterion is based on the Var computation.

Making reference to F. Štulajter, Multi-horizon
portfolio insurance model, we implement the VBPI
as a CPPI with a dynamic multiplier:

mVBPI =
exp(rt)

exp(rt)� exp(Qa(cT,t))

where the function Q(.) denotes the a-quantile
of the compounded returns distribution func-
tion from the time t up to T which represents
the maturity of the investment period. with r
we mean as usual the risk-free interest rate.

Time Invariant Portfolio Insurance

The TIPP is a variant of the CPPI portfolio in-
surance strategy where the guaranteed capital
increases in case of good performance of the
risky assets. This means that the cushion will
be reduced and this strategy will be more con-
servative than standard CPPI. The principle be-
hind this strategy is the ratchet. If the asset is
performing well, then the portfolio value will
increase. In that case, we will include this gain
in the floor, so that it will not be part of the
cushion. This strategy lets us preserve even-
tual gains on the stock from future crashes by
adding them to the floor.

Options Replication

Dealing with the application we were interested
in, we focused on replicating strategies that did
not need any borrowed amount of money. In
fact, we wanted to have an investment strategy
that was completely financed by the customer’s
wealth, without needing extra-funding. This
is not the case if, at the beginning of the repli-
cating strategy, we just have in our portfolio
only the money to cover the cost of the option
replication.
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FIGURE 14: Image from M. Rubinstein, H. E. Leland. "Replicating options with position in stock and cash". (Financial
Analysts Journal / January-February 1995), showing the needed money to finance the replicating strategy

As explained also by Hull, the delta-hedging
strategy is based on a "buy high, sell low" ap-
proach, which means that we will lose a certain
amount of money at the maturity, and this quan-
tity is the cost of the delta-hedge (also called the
value of the derivative, or its premium).

Actually, if we just have this amount of
money in our portfolio we will not be able to
correctly replicate the option, since the theo-
retical delta-hedging is based on a continuous
borrowing at risk-free rate. Therefore, as we can
see in picture 14, the needed amount of money
to replicate the option without borrowing is the
y-intercept of the tangent to the intrinsic value
of the option curve.
In conclusion, as we verified empirically, in or-
der to correctly replicate the option without
needing extra-funding during the investment
time, the initial wealth has to be at least the op-
tion premium plus the discounted value of the
strike. In fact, as we can see from the picture,
the maximum possible absolute value of the in-
tercept is equal to the strike (when the line is
tangent to the curve to a point whose abscissa
tends to infinity).

Option Based Portfolio Insurance

The OBPI is a portfolio insurance strategy which
is based on the replication (or eventually the
purchase) of a European option payoff, where
the strike is the part of the capital that we would
like to guarantee.
We can implement the OBPI in three main ways:
with call options, with put options (the equiv-
alence is given by the put-call parity) or in a
synthetic way.
With call options: if we want to guarantee the
amount G at the end of the investment period,
we buy ZCB for a value of e�rTG and l call of
strike G

l . We take l such that at the beginning
we have a total portfolio value equal to our ini-
tial wealth.
The same will happen for put options: by the
put-call parity, we buy l shares and l put of
strike G

l .
The synthetic way to implement an OBPI, in
absence of the already mentioned European op-
tions, corresponds to the their replication with
a strategy that uses the risky asset and the risk-
less one. In our research we have always done a
delta hedging - based strategy to replicate the
derivatives.
Otherwise, according to P. Bertrand and J.-L.
Prigent, Portfolio Insurance Strategies : OBPI ver-
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sus CPPI, the OBPI strategy is equivalent to a
dynamic CPPI with this multiplier:

mOBPI =
StN(d1(t, St))

C(t, St, K)

So, in case we want to replicate the payoff of
an OBPI, we can also simply use a CPPI strategy
with this particular dynamic multiplier.

Comparison with Performance Indexes

In order to compare these strategies, we can
start by using some usual performance indexes.
What we are immediately going to see is just
a kind of static comparison between the strate-
gies, looking at some classic and standard per-
formance indexes. In a different way, in the next
chapter we will compare the strategies during
a dynamical application, which is the context
of a target annuity planning, where the strate-
gies will interact also with other parameters (the
annuity, the monthly payment, the initial invest-
ment and so on). For the moment, let’s start by
the static comparison with usual performance
indexes.
The Sharpe Ratio is an indicator which was in-
troduced by Sharpe in 1966 as a ratio between
rewards and variability of the investment. It is
defined with this formula :

SR =
E[rp]� r f

s

where rp is a random variable that represents
the investment return, r f stands for the risk-
free interest rate, and s is the volatility of our
returns. In this way, we compare the risk-
premium (the average excess return with respect
to the risk-free rate) to the risks we are taking.
The use of the simple volatility of returns as a
measure of the risks we are taking is quite naive,
but still useful and immediate. Normally the
Sharpe Ratio is considered a very good indicator
when returns are normally distributed, since a
Gaussian distribution is completely determined
by its first two moments. Otherwise (such as in
this case), we have to use other more complex
indicators that take into account also the skew-
ness and kurtosis of the returns distribution, or
other criteria based on the Var and on quantiles.
The main weak points of the SR as a perfor-
mance indicator are two: first, from a theoretical
point of view, it should be appropriate only for
Gaussian distributed returns, since it uses only
the first two moments. Second, it takes as a mea-
sure of risk the volatility of returns, that does

not distinguish between returns higher than r f
or lower than it. This means that standard de-
viation does not distinguish between gains and
losses, and just looks at the gap with the ref-
erence (which is the mean). This can be really
inappropriate, since we consider at the same
way gains and losses when we estimate risks.
Let’s now introduce some among the most im-
portant and useful variants of the SR.
The adjusted Sharpe Ratio is defined as

SRAdj = SR
h
1 + (

S
6
)SR � (

K � 3
24

)SR2
i

This indicator uses the first four moments of the
distribution (S stands for skewness and K is the
kurtosis ), so it is more complete of information
in case of non-Gaussian returns distribution.
The modified Sharpe Ratio is

SRMod =
E[rp]� r f

MVAR

where

MVAR = E[rp] +
h
zc +

1
6
(z2

c � 1)S+

+
1

24
(z3

c � 3zc)K � 1
36

(2z3
c � 5zc)S2

i
s

where S is the skewness of the returns distribu-
tion, K is the kurtosis, zc is the a-quantile of the
standard Gaussian distribution. As we can see,
the modified SR is based on the use of the Var
approximation (using the first four moments of
the returns distribution).
The Sortino Ratio is

SortinoR =
E[rp]� r f

sn

The difference with the SR is that sn is the stan-
dard deviation only of negative excess returns
(negative in the sense that they are lower than
the risk-free return). In doing this, a common
mistake is to forget the number of simulations
in the sample, whether the correct way is this
one:

sn =

s
ÂN

i=1(min(0, rp(wi)� r f ))2

N
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FIGURE 15: Sortino ratio for a CPPI strategy with floor=0.9 (guaranteed capital evolving at risk-free rate) and one single
Merton process as risky asset

FIGURE 16: Omega performance indicator for a stop loss strategy on a ten years investment period, computed on 100.000
simulations. The risky asset is a single Merton process, the risk-free interest rate is 2%. On the x-axis the percentage on
the maximum value of the stock, which is the fundamental parameter given to the strategy.
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FIGURE 17: Direct comparison between CPPI and Lookback option replication with floor=0.8, 10 years maturity, one
single Merton process as risky asset, multiplier=3, on 1.000 simulations.

The final indicator we will consider is the
Omega

W =

R •
r f
(1 � F(x))dx
R r f
�• F(x)dx

where F(.) is the cumulative distribution func-
tion of the distribution of returns, r f is the
risk-free interest rate.
We should remark that, among all the most
common indicators, the Omega is the only one
that combines immediately all the moments of
the distribution (since it is based on the cumu-
lative distribution function).
Usually, the presented indicators are used to
compare different investment strategies, in or-
der to better evaluate the relationship between
risks and excess return.

In a simpler way, we can directly compare
the returns obtained following different strate-
gies, in order to understand in which market
conditions a strategy is better than another one.

Target Annuity and Utility
Optimization

In this section we will look at the final appli-
cation of our previous research activity: the
prospect utility maximization in the plan of an
investment strategy for a target annuity. We use
the prospect theory in order to choose an ap-
propriate long-term investment strategy, which
is adapted to customer’s needs. We let him
choose the five inputs (which are illustrated in
the scheme below) that represent his target and
the capital he can invest, and according to his
needs and his risk aversion we will choose the
best portfolio insurance strategy.
The customer is planning for a long term in-
vestment. At the very beginning, he will start
by investing a huge amount of money, but this
will happen only once. In this way, the portfolio
starts with a considerable value. After that, the
customer will make a monthly payment, that
will be a regular contribution to the portfolio.
This amount will be much less than the initial
investment, since this time the payment will be
monthly and will go on for years.
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After all the years the customer has been
paying and contributing to this portfolio, he
will stop paying and he will start receiving the
desired annuity. The annuity is a monthly in-
come for the customer, like a pension. As the
previous payment, the amount of the annuity
will be much less than the original initial pay-
ment to create the portfolio, and, dealing with
magnitudes, it will look like the monthly pay-
ment, since it will be monthly too and it will
last as well for several years. Actually, all the
parameters of the plan should be chosen by the
customer himself, since it will be his personal
target annuity investment planning. We show
now a scheme that illustrates with a quick look
the structure of the target annuity planning.
The first five inputs we have to consider are:

1. The duration of the period when we will
make a regular monthly payment (T1
years)

2. The duration of the period when we will
receive a regular monthly annuity (T2
years)

3. The initial capital that we invest at time 0
(C0)

4. The amount of the regular monthly pay-
ment (P)

5. The desired amount of the regular
monthly annuity (A)

We can take, as an example, the following val-
ues for a sample investment strategy testing:
T1 = 10 years, T2 = 15 years, C0 = 50.000
euros, P = 1.500 euros per month, A = 2.000
euros per month. In this context, our algorithms
will tell us which is the best investment strategy
among the ones we presented in the previous
section, by maximizing the customer’s utility.
As we said before, our risky asset is actually
a basket made of a constant proportion mix of
several risky assets, which are modeled with
Merton Jump Diffusion processes with constant
Poisson intensity and jump amplitude (-20%).
We consider different drift and sigma parame-
ters for each asset composing the basket, and we
add correlation both on the Brownian motions
and on the jumps.
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FIGURE 18: A simulation of three correlated assets and the corresponding basket value with equal weights, without
rebalancing.

In this case, for example, in the context of
a basket made of three risky assets with corre-
lations, jumps, different parameters and trans-
action costs, the utility maximization has been
reached with a CPPI 2 floor (90% and 80%) strat-
egy and a multiplier equal to 1,5.
The parameters we used for the prospect utility:
a = 0.8, b = 0.88, l = 2.25, g = 0.61, d = 0.69.
These were the parameters indicated by Kahne-
man and Tversky.
In general, we can use this comparison to first
approximately choose the best portfolio insur-
ance strategy to use for our customer, and then
optimize with more detail the parameters that
the investment strategy takes in input.
Finally, in order to be sure that the customer’s
choices for the investment plan are not too de-
manding (asking for too much target amount,

and for too many years, without investing
enough capital at the beginning or with his
monthly payments) we have to put a constraint.
It could be done in two ways: first, we could
only let the customer have a target annuity plan
when his utility will be at least greater than a cer-
tain pre-established amount. Second, the min-
imum amount can be given on the probability
of correct achievement of target. For example,
if we want to plan an annuity for our customer,
we let him choose the inputs he prefers (time
for payments, time for annuity, amount of the
monthly payments, amount of the annuity, ini-
tial investment) but we should warn him in case
his program is far too ambitious and he would
not achieve his plan with at least a certain given
probability.
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(a) CPPI (b) CPPI2floors

(c) TIPP (d) VBPI

FIGURE 19: Comparison of final prospect utility between some different portfolio insurance strategies
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FIGURE 20: Target achievement for a CPPI strategy on 1.000 simulations

For example, with the previous parameters
(which were very ambitious) we get these prob-
abilities of achievement with a standard CPPI
strategy: we can see that the probability is too
low for all the tested multipliers.
In this case the probability to achieve the target
is not satisfying, so we would tell the customer
to change at least one between the target an-
nuity amount and the duration of the annuity.

Conclusions

Our research let us deal with a behavioral fi-
nance model of investor’s utility, which was the

cumulative prospect utility theory developed by
Kahneman and Tversky. We used this model to
plan an investment strategy (based on portfolio
insurance techniques) that can be adapted to
customer’s risk aversion and reactions to gains
and losses. The context of application is there-
fore the investment strategy for a target annuity
plan. We compared different strategies using
performance indexes and investor’s utility. We
added to our simulations some elements that
made them more realistic and trustworthy, such
as transaction costs, conditional portfolio re-
composition, short rate modeling, correlation
between assets and correlation between jumps.
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Advances in Incremental
Valuation of Financial

Contracts and Definition of the
Economic Meaning of the
Capital Value Adjustment

(KVA)
aaaa

Antonio Castagna

W e extend the analysis we sketched in Castagna [5] and we provide an application of the framework
we introduced to incrementally evaluate financial contracts within a financial institution’s balance
sheet.

In Castagna [5] we sketched a framework to
evaluate a contract inserted within the bal-
ance sheet of a financial institution. The

main result of that work is the importance to
assess the impact that the contract’s insertion
in the bank’s books causes in terms of changes
of the value of the bank. This is tantamount to
saying that a contract has a value to the bank
that equals its incremental (or marginal) contri-
bution to the total net value of the bank.

The first consequence of this approach is
that the (incremental) value to the bank is a sub-
jective quantity that does not need to be that
same as the price quoted and dealt in the mar-
ket. The difference between price and value
of a contract is a concept that we stressed in
Castagna [4] and [3]: For an evaluator that is
a hedger/replicator, the price of a (derivative)
contract is just the payment terms hat both par-
ties agree upon when closing the deal; the value
of the same (derivative) contract is the present
value of the costs paid to replicate the interme-
diate and final pay-off until the expiry, which
in turn is the incremental change in the total
hedger/replicator’s net value.

The second consequence is that the valuation

should be correctly operated by considering the
existing balance sheet structure. The main re-
sult from the analysis in Castagna [4] is that, if
the contract is sufficiently small so that it does
not alter (for practical purposes) the probability
of default of the evaluator (bank), then the ap-
proximated value can be fairly considered as the
equivalent to the algebraic sum of the value of
i) an otherwise identical risk-free contract (the
“pure” value”), ii) the Credit Value Adjustment
CVA and iii) the Funding Value Adjustment
FVA referring to the same contract. If the con-
tract has a large notional so that it changes the
evaluator’s default probability, then the value
has to be determined in a more precise fashion
and it is given by the algebraic sum of i) an oth-
erwise identical risk-free contract, ii) the Credit
Value Adjustment CVA, iii) the Funding Value
Adjustment FVA and iv) the Limited Liability
Value Adjustment (LLVA). The latter quantity
is somehow similar to the more common Debit
Value Adjustment (DVA), in that it affects the
value of the contract in the opposite direction
than the CVA; nonetheless it cannot be consid-
ered as equivalent to the DVA for many reasons
that we thoroughly discuss in Castagna [4].
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From these two considerations, we can easily
draw a third one: only the value of a contract
can be incremental. The concept of incremental
price is meaningless, because the price cannot
include all the incremental valuations referring
to the parties involved in the transaction, or two
generic parties that would trade in that contract
if the price is only a quote not yet dealt. Clearly
we are not saying here that the two parties do
not consider their own incremental value when
bargaining before closing the deal at the agreed
price: on the contrary, they will try to push the
price as near as possible to the (likely diverging)
values they assign to the contract. The effec-
tiveness of this effort depends on the relative
bargaining strength existing between the two
parties.

After having recalled and stressed the impor-
tance of the incremental valuation, it is worth
dwelling a little more on this concept to better
clarify what the following analysis will aim at.
Basically the incremental valuation relies on the
recognition that, for a given evaluator, a contract
A cannot be taken in an abstract fashion with-
out considering all the links and interrelations
it has with all the rest that is not A, within the
reference system.2

The problem now shifts to the definition of
the boundaries of the reference system, with
respect to which the bank evaluates the incre-
mental impact of the new contract it trades. As
mentioned above, theoretically speaking, the
system should be the economic wealth of the
evaluator (i.e.: the bank), which is to say: the
economic value of the bank to its shareholders.
In fact, shareholders are the last claimants on
the residual value of the assets, so that the value
to them clashes with the ultimate value of the
bank, after having considered the payment of
all the other stakeholders that have a higher
grade in the claimants’ order. The only way
to compute this value is to jointly evaluate all
the assets and liabilities (investments, securities,
contracts, etc.), taking into account the limited
liability that is granted to the shareholders, to
come up with the net wealth of the bank.

We are aware that such task is very difficult
and cumbersome, as well as the task to calculate
the incremental impact on the value of a new
contract dealt by the bank. So, in practice one
may limit the analysis to a specific business unit,
or area (e.g.: the dealing room): this will surely

make the calculation more feasible, if heavy yet,
but under a theoretical point of view, this lim-
itation of the analysis should be handled with
care, lest it produce senseless results.

We would like to stress the fact that if the
shareholders directly, or (as it is usually the
case) the bank’s management indirectly, mix-
imise the bank’s value, they are also acting in
the best interest of all other senior claimants to
the assets’ value (e.g.: bond holders, depositors,
etc.). So, bank’s value maximisation begets no
conflict of interests between shareholders and
other claimants.

Finally, we think we also provide in what
follows a perspective to conciliate the appar-
ently theoretical unsound market practices to
evaluate derivative contracts, and the nowadays
standard results of the modern financial theory,
namely the Modigliani-Miller (MM) theorem
(see Modigliani and Miller, [9]). Although we
think that we already proved the substantial
consistency of the current practices in Castagna
[4], we will offer below some more thoughts on
this matter.

We would like also to mention some recent
research in the incremental valuation area: An-
dersen et al. [1] analysed the incremental impact
of a contract within a bank’s balance sheet, in
a framework which fundamentally is the same
as in Castagna [4], apart from the markedly
more formal mathematical setting. They ac-
knowledge this in mentioning our work, but
they claim they reach an opposite result with
respect to the number and types of adjustments
to consider in the evaluation of a contract. We
beg to differ: in reality when they consider the
incremental indifference price with respect to
the shareholders’ value of the bank, they repli-
cate exactly the same result as in Castagna [4].
The differences arise when they consider the
impact on the value of the assets of the bank
(or, of the whole firm, as it is usually referred
to in the literature), disregarding how this in-
cremental impact is distributed amongst all the
stakeholders (claimants) on the liability side of
the balance sheet.

The last approach is, in our opinion, not cor-
rect since it may happen that an indifference
contract price, which leaves unaltered the total
firm value, entails a gain of one of the stake-
holders (e.g.: bondholders) and a loss of one
or more of the others (e.g.: the shareholders).

2The term abstract should then be meant in its etymological sense of abs- (Latin for from) -tractum (p.p. of trahere, Latin for
to take), hence: taken away (implied: from the system it belongs to). Although we do not often rely on Hegelian philosophy,
its definition of the concept “abstract” is indeed one of the few instances where it may offer a useful logical tool (see Hegel,
Encyclopaedia of the Philosophical Sciences, §§119-120, 3rd ed., 1830).
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The same may happen even if the contract price
increases the whole firm value, but it produces
a transfer of value from one stakeholders to
another. This is explicitly admitted by Ander-
sen et al. [1], when the describe the transfer of
value from shareholders to bondholders, but
this does not seems to cause any problem to
them, in contrast with us; they also appeal to
the Modigliani-Miller theorem to justify the re-
sults, and we will dwell on that later on.

In the end, we think that when limiting the
comparison to the only case that is economically
and financially acceptable by all the stakehold-
ers (i.e.: the impact of a contract on the value to
shareholders), Andersen et al. [1] confirm the
results in Castagna [4].

A Continuous-Time Setting for
Incremental Valuation of

Financial Contracts

We start by generalising the discrete-time setting
sketched in Castagna [4], setting up the stage for
continuous-time framework for the incremen-
tal valuation of financial contracts. Moreover,
we need also to work in a general equilibrium
framework, since it is not generally possible to
determine a single equivalent probability mea-
sure based on a no-arbitrage argument that re-
lies on a dynamic replication.

Amongst the many works that in the past
have analysed general equilibrium settings, in
the following we will refer to that one outlined
in Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (CIR, [6]), although
we relax some of its assumptions. Namely, we
will work in an economy where a single good is
produced by means of N production technolo-
gies whose transformation process is governed
by a system of stochastic processes. Each tech-
nology is affected by K state variables Yk (with
k = {1, ..., K}), whose evolution too is governed
by a system of stochastic variables:

dYk(t) = µk
t dt + sk

t dWk
t (30)

There is a single interest rate r at which a
fixed number of economic agents may borrow
or lend but, differently from CIR [6], we allow
for the default of the borrower, which means
that the terminal pay-off of a loan includes the

expected losses due to the borrowers’ default.
Finally, another assumption of CIR [6] we re-
lax is that all economic agents have an identical
utility function à la Neumann-Morgenstern: we
consider a specific utility function for each eco-
nomic agent and a general utility function that
can be seen as a sort of average of the single
agents’ utility functions. The possibility to have
different utility functions allows the presence
of different risk-premia over the risk free rate
r within the expected yield of the contingent
claims possibly traded in the economy, whose
pay-offs may depend on the K state variable
and the wealth of a single agent, or of the entire
economy aggregate wealth. The relaxing of the
assumptions of the CIR [6] setting are neces-
sary to distinguish between the fair (objective)
price of a contract (contingent claim) and its
(subjective) value.

Let us consider the value of the bank to
shareholders3 at time t, VB(t): assuming that
in the banks’ balance sheet there are I assets
Ai(t), cash B(t) and J liabilities (debt) Lj(t), the
evolution of the value of the bank can be written
as:

dVB(t) =
I

Â
i=1

dAi(t) + dB(t)�
J

Â
j=1

dLj(t) (31)

The dynamics of all three components is stochas-
tic. As such, the dynamics of the bank value
can be described by a general SDE:

dVB(t) = µVB
t VB(t)dt + sVB

t VB(t)dWVB
t (32)

Assuming that any financial contract depend on
the K risk factors and that the cash is invested
at the risk-free rate r, which is a variable that
depends on the stochastic factors as well,4 we
can further expand Equation (32) by applying
Ito’s lemma to all assets, cash and liabilities (as-
suming they are all generalised Ito processes),
so that the drift is:

µVB
t =

 I

Â
i=1

µAi
t + µB

t �
J

Â
j=1

µ
Lj
t

�
(33)

where, for a contract O = {A, B, L} in the assets,
3Since we consider only the value of the bank to shareholders relevant for incremental valuation of financial contracts, we

will refer only to it in the following, even when simply writing “value of the bank” omitting “to shareholders”.
4Hence, the cash invested in the bank account is a risky asset too. The cash yields an interest proportional to the rate r

that is risk-free as far as the default risk of the counterparty is concerned, but it does not exclude all other risks.
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cash or liabilities:

µO
t =

 K

Â
k=1

µk
t

∂O
∂Yk

+
K

Â
k1=1

K

Â
k2=1

cov(Yk, Yk1)
∂2O

∂Yk1 ∂Yk2

+
∂O
∂t

�

(34)

The diffusion coefficient is:

sVB
t =

 I

Â
i=1

sAi
t + sB

t �
J

Â
j=1

s
Lj
t

�
1

VB(t)
(35)

where, for a contract O in the assets or liabilities:

sO
t =

 K

Â
k=1

µk
t

∂O
∂Yk

�
1

Ot
(36)

Given Theorem 2 in CIR [6], we have that for
any contract (contingent claim) or cash O =
{A, B, L}, the equilibrium expected return is:5

µO
t = rtO(t) +

K

Â
k=1

∂O
∂Yk

� ∂2J
∂W2

∂J
∂W

cov(W, Yk)

+
K

Â
k1=1

� ∂2J
∂W∂Yk1
∂J
∂W

cov(Yk, Yk1)

� (37)

where J is the indirect utility function of the
bank, which may clash with the indirect util-
ity function of the representative market agent.
Setting

fYk =

� ∂2J
∂W2

∂J
∂W

cov(W, Yk)

+
K

Â
k1=1

� ∂2J
∂W∂Yk1
∂J
∂W

cov(Yk, Yk1)

�

the drift of an asset or a liability can be written

as:

µO
t = rtO(t) +

K

Â
k=1

∂O
∂Yk

fYk (38)

For a contingent claim or cash O = {A, B, L},
let lO

t = ÂK
k=1

1
Ot

∂O
∂Yk

fYk ; by combining Equation
(33), (34) and (38) (see also Theorem 3 in CIR
[6]), the bank value satisfies the following PDE:6

I

Â
i=1

µAi
t + µB

t �
J

Â
j=1

µ
Lj
t =

rt

 I

Â
i=1

Ai(t) + B(t)�
J

Â
j=1

Lj(t)
�
+

I

Â
i=1

lAi
t Ai(t)

+ lB
t B(t)�

J

Â
j=1

l
Lj
t Lj(t)

(39)

To be a risk-premium (i.e.: an increase of the
yield earned from the ownership of the bank
and requested by shareholders), lAi

t � 0, lB
t �

0, and l
Lj
t  0. The solution to Equation (39)

can be written in terms of expectation (see Fried-
man [7], Theorem 5.2):

VB(t) =EP


D(t, T)VB(T)

�
Z T

t
D(t, s)

✓ I

Â
i=1

lAi
s Ai(s) + lB

s B(s)

�
J

Â
j=1

l
Lj
t Lj(s)

◆
ds
�

1{tB>T}

�

(40)

where D(t, T) = exp
⇥
�
R T

t rsds
⇤

is the dis-
count factor from time t to time T, VB(T) =

ÂI
i=1 Ai(T) + B(T)� ÂJ

j=1 Lj(T) is the terminal
value of the bank’s equity,7 and 1{tB>T} is the
indicator function equal to 1 until when the
banks default occurs. Bank’s default is defined

5We recall that we assumed that the contingent claims’ pay-off depend only on the risk factors Yk and not the wealth W.
6A more explicit way to write Equation (39) is:

I

Â
i=1

 K

Â
k=1

µk
t

∂Ai
∂Yk

+
K

Â
k1=1

K

Â
k2=1

rk1,k2
t sk1

t sk2
t

∂2 Ai
∂Yk1 ∂Yk2

+
∂Ai
∂t

�

+

 K

Â
k=1

µk
t

∂B
∂Yk

+
K

Â
k1=1

K

Â
k2=1

rk1,k2
t sk1

t sk2
t

∂2B
∂Yk1 ∂Yk2

+
∂B
∂t

�

�
J

Â
j=1

 K

Â
k=1

µk
t

∂Lj

∂Yk
+

K

Â
k1=1

K

Â
k2=1

rk1,k2
t sk1

t sk2
t

∂2Lj

∂Yk1 ∂Yk2

+
∂Lj

∂t

�

= rt

 I

Â
i=1

Ai(t) + B(t)�
J

Â
j=1

Lj(t)
�
+

I

Â
i=1

K

Â
k=1

∂Ai
∂Yk

fYk +
K

Â
k=1

∂B
∂Yk

fYk �
J

Â
j=1

K

Â
k=1

∂Lj

∂Yk
fYk

which is similar to the PDE in Theorem 3 in CIR [6].
7The final time T can be taken equal to the longest maturity of the assets and of the liabilities in the bank’s balance sheet.
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ad the first time between the reference time t
and the final time T when the assets and cash
are smaller than the liabilities:

tB = inf
�

t  s  T :
I

Â
i=1

Ai(s) + B(s) <
J

Â
j=1

Lj(s)
 

Some comments are in order: the expecta-
tion in Equation (40) is taken under the real
world measure P, which means that all the
drifts of the risk factors Yk are those of the real
world dynamics in Equation (30). It should
be noted that the discounting is operated with
the risk free rate r, as it is typically the case
when the expectation is taken under the risk
neutral measure Q, i.e.: when the dynamics
of the risk factors are risk neutral, instead of
those in Equation (30). To account for the er-
ror made in discounting with the risk free rate
pay-offs that depend on real world dynamics of
the risk factors, we add an adjustment equal to
the risk-premia for all risk factors, referring to
each contingent claim in the assets and in the
liabilities of the bank’s balance sheet.

We have now to examine two possible cases
when the banks buys an assets, or issue debt.

The Bank is Price Taker

Let us assume that the bank buys all assets in
the market and it has no greater bargaining
power than any other agent. In this case, the
bank must accept the prices set by the market
for all the assets it buys. The bank funds the
purchase of the assets by issuing debt claims
whose price is also set by the creditors, and it
passively has to accept it since it has no bargain-
ing power.

This assumption implies that the drift of
each asset is determined by the market with no
possibility for the bank to affect it. The same
reasoning can be applied also to debt claims in
the liabilities. The risk-premium requested by
the market for any bank’s asset or a liability is

JO
t =

K

Â
k=1

1
Ot

∂O
∂Yk

jYk

for O = {A, B, L}, and jYk defined as fYk except
its dependence on the indirect utility function
J of the representative market agent, instead
of that of the bank. It should be stressed that,
from the perspective of a market agent other
than the bank, the latter’s debt claims are just
assets traded in the market evaluated according
to the same criteria as others.

So the drift of any asset, or bank’s debt claim,
is: µO

t = rtO(t) + JO
t Ot, by replacing which in

Equation (39) we have:

I

Â
i=1

[rt + (JAi
t � lAi

t )]Ai(t) + [rt + (JB
t � lB

t )]B(t)

�
J

Â
j=1

[rt + (JAi
t � l

Lj
t )]Lj(t) =

rt

 I

Â
i=1

Ai(t) + B(t)�
J

Â
j=1

Lj(t)
�

(41)

Equation (41) shows that, under the assump-
tion the bank is price taker, when the market
risk-premia JAi

t > lAi
t the expected return on

the assets, adjusted for the risk-premium re-
quested by the bank, is above the risk free rate,
its inclusion in the balance sheet is positively
contributing to the (present) value of the bank
(and the reverse is true when JAi

t < lAi
t ).

For the bank’s liabilities, from Equation (39)
it is clear that the quantities l

Lj
t must have a

negative value if they have to contribute as pre-
mia and not as penalties over the risk-free rate.
This means that J

Lj
t � l

Lj
t always, since the debt

issued by the bank is an asset when purchased
by a creditor and he/she will require a positive
premium over the risk-free rate (J

Lj
t � 0). In the

end, the risk-premia of the creditor and of the
bank are not netting out as for assets, but they
are adding up.

In conclusion, we can affirm that when the
bank has to issue debt claims whose price is
set by the market, it will pay twice the risk-
premium: the risk-premium embedded in the
price required by the buyers (creditors of the
bank), and the risk-premium that the bank has
not been able to include in the price. While
for the assets the market’s and bank’s risk-
premia are affecting the total bank value only
for the net difference, for the liabilities the dif-
ference is actually a sum of two risk-premia
(since they must have opposite signs) and as
such acting on an aggregated basis on the bank
value. Alternatively said, when buying assets,
the banks is competing on the same side with
other investors/buyers, so that only the dif-
ferences between the premia required by the
bank and those required by the representative
market investor affect the bank’s total present
value; when issuing debt, the bank is on the
opposite side with respect to the market in-
vestors/buyers: as such, the risk-premia have
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opposite signs and they do not net out when
computing the bank’s total present value.

Finally, by assuming that JAi
t = lAi

t and that

l
Lj
t = 0, for any i and j, the expectation in (40)

can be calculated by setting the risk neutral drift
for all assets, and by considering just the drift
implied in market prices for all liabilities.8

The Bank is Price Maker

Let us assume that the bank is able to set the
price when buying assets and when issuing new
debt. In this circumstances, the price should be
such that it embed a risk-premium such that the
bank value at least does not decline after the
inclusion of the new asset, or new liability, in
the bank’s balance sheet. From Equation (39) it
is clear that the bank must set the premium over
the risk free rate for the assets it buys, or the
liabilities it issues, equal to its own premium
parameters lAi

t and l
Lj
t .

It is also clear now that the bank should set a
price so that its expected return (i.e.: the drift) is
lower than risk free rate when issuing liabilities
l

Lj
t . This is what actually happens in reality

when the bank has a strong bargaining power,
as it is the case for example with retail deposi-
tors, when the competition with other banks is
not fierce.

If the bank is able to set the premia on all
assets and liabilities equal to its own levels, than
the evaluation of the bank’s value reduces to the
standard risk-neutral one. More specifically, the
drifts in Equation (39) will be equal to risk fee
rate, as well as the return on the net value of
the bank (i.e.: the equity, the right-hand side of
Equation (39)). Equation (40) can be rewritten
as:

VB(t) =EQ

D(t, T)VB(T)1{tB>T}

�
(42)

We have to stress the fact that, in order to
calculate correctly the value of the bank, one
should use the real world dynamics to verify
the possibility of the bank’s default at any time
t < s  T (tB = s). This means that in any
case it is still necessary to know the physical
measure drifts of all assets and liabilities; more-
over, a true simplification of formula (40) is only
possible by checking for the bank’s default by

using risk neutral drifts for all contracts in the
balance sheet.9 This case will produce a bank’s
present value that is not strictly consistent with
the general equilibrium evaluation framework
that we have adapted from CIR [6].

It is worth noting that in the general equi-
librium framework above, we have identified
the conditions under which risk-neutral mea-
sures can be used and we have also justified the
discounting with the risk-free rate, after prop-
erly adjusting the drifts. A different approach
has been followed by Andersen et al. [1], who
mention rather quickly, and without analysing
the hidden assumptions, the Stiemke’s Lemma,
which together with some coherency assump-
tions justifies the classical risk-neutral valua-
tion.10. We think the general equilibrium ap-
proach allows to come up with a valuation
framework that is sounder and richer, with im-
plications not explored in the above mentioned
and other works, which we will study in the
following.

An Interpretation of the KVA

The Capital Value Adjustment (KVA) is the
most recent item of the list of adjustments to
the “pure” value of a contract, and it has been
analysed by several authors: for an excellent
review of the matter, and the regulatory and
managerial concerns that originate the need for
such adjustment, we refer to Prampolini and
Morini [11] and the bibliography therein, which
contains all the relevant literature at the time of
writing.

The term in the integral in the second part
of Equation (40) (i.e.: ÂI

i=1 lAi
s Ai(s) + lB

s B(s)�
ÂJ

j=1 l
Lj
t Lj(s)) can be seen as the risk-premium

that is earned by the equity capital. Actually,
from the balance sheet equivalence, at any time
t the equity capital E(t) = Âi Ai(t) + B(t) �
Âj Lj(t): or, the equity capital is the liquidation
value of the bank if all assets are sold and all
liabilities bought back in t, without considering
the value originated by seeing the bank as an
on-going business activity with a limited liabil-
ity of the shareholders in case of default. So, we
can write the risk-premium of the equity capi-
tal p as a weighted average of the risk-premia

8It is maybe worth noting that the price of the bank’s liabilities, when set by the market, is in the end the interest rate
requested on the bank’s debt: the market risk-premium is included in this quantity.

9The same considerations apply also to the first case when the bank is a price taker.
10Similarly, Kjaer [10] recurs to the Riesz’s representation theorem to justify the risk-neutral valuation of the dealer (bank)

balance sheet.
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earned by assets, cash and liabilities:

p(t) =
✓ I

Â
i=1

lAi
s

Ai(s)
E

+lB
s

B(s)
E

�
J

Â
j=1

l
Lj
t

Lj(s)
E

◆

By replacing this definition of the p and using
the balance sheet equivalence, Equation (40) can
be written as:

VB(t) =

EP


D(t, T)VB(T)�
Z T

t
D(t, s)p(s)E(s)ds

�
1{tB>T}

�

(43)

Let us assume that the bank determines the struc-
ture of the investments, and of the liabilities used to
finance them, so that at any time t it has enough eq-
uity capital E(t) to bear potential losses L occurring
according to a given (real-world) distribution. The
level of equity capital that is needed to that end is
usually termed Economic Capital (EC) and it can be
seen as the level that avoids the default of the bank
with a given level of confidence 1 � q, so that the
(real-world) default probability is q. We can formally
define EC as:

EC(t) = inf{E(t) : PP(tb  t) = 1 � q}

inf
⇢

E(t) : PP
✓ I

Â
i=1

lAi
s Ai(s) + lB

s B(s)

�
J

Â
j=1

l
Lj
t Lj(s)  0

◆
= q

�
(44)

It should be noted that the losses of the bank that
can be borne by the bank with a probability 1 � q
are clashing with the definition of Value-at-Risk of
a portfolio of contracts equal to the bank’s balance
sheet, as we will see in a while.

Typically, the bank calculates EC(t) at the refer-
ence time 0, in terms of losses L = E(t)� E(0), where
E(s) is the equity capital at time s. Let the expected
losses be EL = E[E(t)� E(0)]: the expected equity
capital in t can be written as:

E[E(t)] = E(0) + EL

When the EC is allocated at time 0, the bank wishes
that the expected equity capital is such that E[E(t)] =
EC(t), or:

E[E(t)] = [VaRq(L)� EL] + EL = EC(t)

where VaRq(L) is the loss level at a given confidence

level,11 defined as:

VaR1�q(L) = inf{l : PP(L � l)  q}

This is just another way to define the Economic Cap-
ital EC(t) = VaRq(L). By summing up, the Eco-
nomic Capital Kq(0), allocated at time 0, is Kq(0) =
[VaRq(L)� EL]: this is how typically banks operate
in the real world.12

Assuming that the Economic Capital is always
allocated one period before the date it refers too (e.g.:
1 year), the KVA can be easily defined as:

KVA(t, T) =EP
✓ Z T

t
D(t, s)p(s)Kq(s)ds

◆
1{tB>T}

�

(45)

It is the adjustment in the evaluation formula (40)
when the equity capital is set in such a way that
it matches the Economic Capital as defined above.
Some considerations are in order:

• the definition of Economic Capital given above
can be applied both to risk-based measure (e.g.:
simulation models applied to the bank’s bal-
ance sheet) and non-risk-based measures (e.g.:
regulatory formulae): for a discussion of both
types of measures, see Prampolini and Morini
[11];

• the KVA is consistently computed only under
the real-world measure P and it is discounted
with the risk-free rate: these are not assump-
tions or choices arbitrarily made, but both are
naturally derived from the framework sketched
above (different discount factors can be found
in Prampolini and Morini [11], Kjaer [10], Brigo
et al.[2], Green et al. [8]: in some cases the dis-
count factors include the intensity of default of
the counterparty and of the bank, in any case
they are not consistently derived within an
equilibrium framework such as the one above).
When one wants to compute the bank’s value
under the risk-neutral measure, the inclusion
of the KVA is not consistent, unless the adjust-
ment includes only the difference between the
bank’s and the market’s risk-premia, in which

11This level is the well known VaR of a portfolio, or of the bank’s equity capital in the present case.
12It should also be added that in the real world, banks do not jointly compute the VaR of the entire balance sheet, as

implicit in Equation (44), but they rather compute several types of Var, each one referring to a specific risk (e.g.: market,
credit, operational, etc.), with their ex-post aggregation with some techniques that try to account for the over estimation
produced by the simple summation (e.g.: aggregation via copula functions). The approach is not theoretically optimal, but
it is also one of the practical solutions to overcome the burdensome alternative to calculate the true aggregated VaR as in
equation (44).
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case Equation (40) becomes:

VB(t) =EQ


D(t, T)VB(T)

�
Z T

t
D(t, s)

✓ I

Â
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(lAi
s � JAi

s )Ai(s)

+ (lB
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s )B(s)

�
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Â
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Lj
s � J
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s )Lj(s)

◆
ds
�

1{tB>T}

�

= EQ

D(t, T)VB(T)1{tB>T}

�

� KVA(t, T)
(46)

where
KVA(t, T) = EQ

✓
ÂI

i=1(l
Ai
s � J

Ai
s )Ai(s) + (lB

s �

JB
s )B(s)� ÂJ

j=1(l
Lj
s � J

Lj
s )Lj(s)

◆
ds
◆

1{tB>T}

�
=

EP
✓ R T

t D(t, s)p⇤(s)Kq(s)ds
◆

1{tB>T}

�
and p⇤(t)

is accordingly defined as p(t).

• the remuneration of the Economic Capital is
given by only the risk-premia embedded in
the assets, cash (bank account) and liabilities,
either set by the market or by the bank de-
pending on the bank’s bargaining power in
each case. This result in in striking contrast
with all the literature publicly available at the
time of writing (see the point above), where
the remuneration encompasses the entire re-
turn on the contracts in the balance sheet. This
will produce a double counting of the risk-free
rate within the calculation of the bank’s value,
which will also imply a wrong adjustment if
the bank is able to set a contract’s price. Our
result descends from the general equilibrium
framework and is valid in the case the value is
computed under the real-world measure, oth-
erwise the inclusion of the KVA adjustment is
quite untenabale;

• the risk-premium of the equity capital is a
weighted average of the risk-premia of the dif-
ferent items of the balance-sheet: when the
bank has pricing power, it can require a pre-
mium proportional to the risk of the contract
and the incremental Economic Capital needed
to preserve the same probability of default of
the bank. Pricing based on RAROC criteria
are common choices, lately suggested also in
Prampolini and Morini [11] and Brigo et al.[2];

A Non-Trivial Set-Up to
Evaluate Contracts

We can specify the general framework sketched above
to evaluate the incremental contribution of a contin-
gent claim in the balance sheet of the bank. First, we
outline how to calculate the value of the bank; then,
we will assess how the insertion of a new contract in
the bank’s balance sheet impacts the value.

The Bank Value at the Reference Date

Let us set the evaluation reference date in t = 0
and the terminal date in T, which is equal to, or
greater than, the expiry of the longest maturing con-
tract in the bank’s balance sheet. The bank trades
with j = 1, ..., J counterparties: so there are J netting
sets. Each netting set n contains in = 1, ..., In con-
tracts, Vin . The “pure” value13 of the netting set is
Vn = ÂI

i=1 = Vin . Netting sets can be collateralised
with collateral Cn.

Assets’ and liabilities’ cash-flows CF(tm) are de-
posited in, or withdrawn from, the bank account B
that instantaneously earns the risk-free rate r and that
has supposed to be counterparty risk-free. Assuming
that the initial amount B(0) � 0, the present value
B(0, t) in 0 of the bank account considered up to time
s is:

B(0, t) =B(0)

+
M

Â
m=1

CF(tm)
Z s

0
D(0, tm)d(tm � v)dv

+
Z s

0
D(0, v)B(v)rvdv

(47)

Equation (48) states that the present value of the bank
account is simply the sum of the starting value of the
account (B(0)), the present value of all the cash-flows
originated by the assets and the liabilities (d(x) is the
Dirac function centered in x). Since all cash-flows
are evaluated also within the contracts in the balance
sheet, to avoid any double counting, for the evalu-
ation of the bank at the reference date we consider
a modified version of the present value of the bank
account, which exclude all cash-flows generated by
the assets and the liabilities from a given time t to
the terminal date T:

B⇤(t, T) = B(0, t) +
Z T

t
D(0, v)B(v)rvdv (48)

The bank account can never be below 0, so when
cumulative cash-flows of existing contracts imply a
negative balance on the bank account, short-term
debt (liabilities) are issued by the bank:

SL(t) = |min[B(t), 0]|
13By “pure value” we mean the value calculated in a world with not credit risk and, hence, collateral agreements.
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The present value of the short-term debt in 0 up to T
is:

S(0, T) =SL(T)D(0, T)

+
Z t

0
D(0, s)SL(s)[rs + sB

s ]ds
(49)

where SL(t) is the notional of the short-term debt
outstanding in t and sB is the funding spread paid
by the bank over the risk free rate. The short-term
can be repaid, in full or partially, whenever at some
time t, the bank account B(t) > 0.

At time 0 the bank has also some long-term debt
outstanding LL, expiring in TL  T. We assume the
long term debt is rolled over for a period equal to TL,
or up to T if the renewed debt outlives the evaluation
horizon. The present value of the long-term debt in
0 up to the evaluation horizon T is:

L(0, t) =
N

Â
n=1

k(tn)LL
Z T

0
D(0, tn)(tn � s)ds

+D(0, T)LL

(50)

where k(tn) is the coupon paid on the notional LL,
and N is the number of coupons to pay between 0
and tN = T.

We allow also for the possibility that contracts
withe counterparty j are collateralised, according to
some rules, in cash, thus generating a collateral ac-
count equal to C(t) in t. A positive balance (C(t) > 0)
means that the bank must pay the collateral rate c to
the counterparty j, but at the same time can invest
the amount at the market risk-free rate r. The net
cost (or gain, if the balance in negative (C(t) > 0) is
then:

Cj(0, t) =
Z T

0
D(0, s)Cj(s)(rs � cs)ds (51)

We are simplifying the notation by assuming that the
collateral rate is the same for all counterparties. It
should be noted that the account balance C(t) is de-
posited in (or withdrawn from) the bank cash account
B(t).

To make things more tractable, we assume that
the joint default of two counterparties k and h is zero,
so that:

P(tk = th) = 0

where tj is the default time of the counterparty j.
When the counterparty j defaults, the value of the
bank that includes also the loss given default is de-
fined as VB(tj).

Considering the defaults of all the counterparties,
and setting VB⇤(t) = VB(t)� KVA(t, T), the value
of the bank in 0 can be written as:

VB(0) = EP


Â
j
D(0, T)VB⇤(T)(1 � 1{tj<T})

+ Â
j

max
⇥
D(0, tj)VB⇤(tj), 0]1{tj<T}

�
1{tB>T}

�

(52)

We stress the fact that the measure, under which

the expectation is calculated, is the real-world mea-
sure. Equation (52) states that the bank value is equal
to the expected discounted terminal value, provided
that no default of the counterparties occurs (first line),
or the remaining value left after the default of the
counterpaarties floored at 0 (second line), provided
that the bank does not go bust itself (the indicator
function of the bank’s default multiplying the entire
value within the expectation operator). Equation (52)
can be equivalently written as:

VB(0) = EP


D(0, T)VB⇤(T)

�
⇥
Â

j
D(0, T)VB⇤(T)

� max
⇥
D(0, tj)VB⇤(tj), 0

⇤
1{tj<T}

⇤�
1{tB>T}

�

(53)

which is simply the expected present value of the
bank at expiry T, deducted the expected loss gener-
ated by the default of counterparty j (second line),
provided that the bank survives until time T.

Equation (53) can be written more explicitly by
considering the contract the sum of the contracts
with the counterparty j, whose net value in T is
Vj(0, T), the bank account, the collateral account net
cost, and the short-term and long-term liabilities de-
fined above:

VB(0) = EP


Â
j
D(0, T)Vj(0, T)

+ Cj(0, T) + B⇤(0, T)� [S(0, T) + L(0, T)]

� KVA(0, T)� Â
j

h
D(0, T)Vj(tj, T) + Cj(0, tj)

+ B⇤(tj, T)� [S(0, tj) + L(tj, T)� KVA(tj, T)
⇤

� max
⇥

Â
k 6=j

D(0, tj)
�
Vk(tj, T) + RecjV+

j (tj, T)

+ V�
j (tj, T)

�
+ Ck(0, tj) + B⇤(tj, T)� [S(0, tj)

+ L(tj, T)� KVA(tj, T)
⇤
, 0]

i
1{tj<T}

�
1{tB>T}

�

(54)

where V+
j is the net value of the contracts with

counterparty j, if positive, and Recj is the percentage
recovered after the default of the latter; V�

j is the net
value of the contracts if negative. Basically, Equation
(54) restates, in more specific terms, that the bank
value is the expected discounted terminal value, de-
ducted the expected losses given the default of the
counterparty j, provided that the bank survives until
T.

Equation (54) can be made more readable if we
define the aggergated xVAs of the bank’s balance
sheet. Let us start with the Credit Value Adjustment
(CVA) for the netting set of contracts referring to
counterparty j, which takes into account the limited
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liability of the bank’s shareholders, defined as:

CVALL
j (0, T) = EP

h
D(0, T)Vj(tj, T) + Cj(0, tj)

+ B⇤(tj, T)� [S(0, tj) + L(tj, T)� KVA(tj, T)
⇤

� max
⇥

Â
k 6=j

D(0, tj)
�
Vk(tj, T)

+ RecjV+
j (tj, T) + V�

j (tj, T)
�

+ Ck(0, tj) + B⇤(tj, T)� [S(0, tj) + L(tj, T)

� KVA(tj, T)
⇤
, 0
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1{tj<T}

�
1{tB>T}

�

(55)

The liquidity value adjustment LVALL
j , referring to

the collateral agreement with counterparty j, account-
ing for the bank’s default, is:

LVALL
j (0, T) =

EP
 Z T

0
D(0, s)Cj(s)(rs � cs)ds

�
1{tB>T}

� (56)

For The Funding Value Adjustment FVALL, first
we need to define the risk-free equivalent of the short-
term S⇤(0, T) and L⇤(0, T) and long-term debts,
which means that they earn an interest equal to the
short-term and the long-term risk-free, respectively,
without any funding spread. Formally, we have:

S(0, T) = SL(T)D(0, T) +
Z t

0
D(0, s)SL(s)rsds (57)

and

L⇤(0, T) =
N

Â
n=1

k⇤(tn)LL
Z T

0
D(0, tn)d(tn � s)ds +D(0, T)LL

(58)

where k⇤(tn) is the coupon paid on the notional LL
of a debt expiring in T, based on the market risk-
free interest rate curve. The FVA accounting for the
bank’s default, is:14

FVALL(0, T) =

EP
 Z T

0
D(0, s)SL(s)sB

s ds

+ [L⇤(0, T)� L(0, T)]
�

1{tB>T}

�
(59)

Finally, the Capital Value Adjustment KVALL = KVA
is defined in Equation (45).

Inserting the xVAs in the valuation formula (54),

the value of the bank can be written as follows:

VB(0) = EP


Â
j
D(0, T)Vj(0, T) + Cj(0, T)

+ B⇤(0, T)� [S⇤(0, T)

+ L⇤(0, T)]
�
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j (0, T)� CVALL
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(60)

or alternatively:

VB(0) = EQ


Â
j
D(0, T)Vj(0, T) + Cj(0, T)

+ B⇤(0, T)� [S⇤(0, T)

+ L⇤(0, T)]
�

1{tB>T}

�

� FVALL(0, T)

+ Â
j

⇥
LVALL

j (0, T)� CVALL
j (0, T)

⇤

(61)

where no difference is assumed to exist between
market and bank’s risk-premia.

It is worth noting that all the xVA include the lim-
ited liability of the shareholders, since the indicator
function of the bank’s default is present. This means
that there is no need to include in the value of the
bank in (60) the Limited Liability Value adjustment
that was introduced in Castagna [5]. In that case the
adjustment was justified by the fact that the other
xVA did not account for the shareholders’ limited
liability and the bank’s default.

Incremental Valuation of a
New Contract

Assume at time t > 0 a new contract I + 1 of the J�th
netting set, VI+1J , is included in the bank’s balance
sheet; let us assume that the expiry of the contract
matches the terminal evaluation date T (even if it
will not be the case in most of cases). Let VB+(t)
be the value of the bank that includes the new con-
tract. From Equation (60), or (61), the variation of
the bank’s value DVB(t) = VB+(t)� VB(t) can be
decomposed in the following parts:

DVB(t) =EP


VI+1J (T)1{tB>T} + DB(t)
�

� DKVALL(t, T)� DFVALL(t, T)

+ DLVALL
J (t, T)� DCVALL

J (t, T)

(62)

14The FVA, and the bank vale VB, would be slightly more complicated if the long term debt were not issued at 0, as we are
assuming in this framework. In this case, we need to adjust the difference between the values of the risk-free equivalent and
the actual debts to account for the effects due to the possible changes in the risk-free market rates, which affect the discount
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or

DVB(t) =EQ


VI+1J (T)1{tB>T} + DB(t)
�

� DFVALL(t, T)

+ DLVALL
J (t, T)� DCVALL

J (t, T)

(63)

The variation of the bank account DB(t) is due to
the fact that the bank could finance the possible pay-
ment of a cash premium by reducing a positive cash
balance; alternatively, the bank can finance the pay-
ment of the premium by issuing new short-term or
long-term debt, which will affect the FVA.

The indifference value to the bank of the new
contract is that one that makes the variation of the
bank’s value nil (DVB(t) = 0): not always the bank
is able to trade at the indifference price level, and
hence the inclusion of a contract in the balance sheet
may have a positive or a negative effect on the bank’s
value.

One may wonder if Formulae (62) and (63) are
equivalent and they can be used indifferently when
operating the incremental valuation of a contract.
The answer is that, theoretically speaking, the two
Formulae are equivalent, but in practice they will be
used depending on the cases, the two most common
occurrences of which we analyse below:

• The new contract is the purchase of a traded se-
curity or a listed derivative: the risk-premium
is implicit in the market price, and the bank
is a price taker. The incremental valuation
can be operated with Formula (63) if the mar-
ket risk-premium is equal to the bank’s risk-
premium for that security. Alternatively, For-
mula (62) can be used, where the real world
measure implies an expected return of the secu-
rity given by the risk-free rate plus the market
risk-premium; the positive or negative effect
on the value of the bank is produced by the
difference between the risk-premium required
by the market and by the bank (see Section I.2).

• The new contract is an OTC derivative dealt
with a weaker counterparty: the bank can ex-
ert its bargain power and it can set the value
(or traded price, in this case) at the indiffer-
ence level (VB(0) = 0). To this end, the bank
includes all the adjustments and it uses For-
mula (62): if the contract provides for an initial
cash-flow, such as a premium for an option,
then since VB(0) = 0, the variation of the bank
account will be equal, with the opposite sign,
to the variation of the “pure” fair-value of the
contract Vj plus the other adjustments:

DB(t) = �EP


VI+1J (T)1{tB>T}

�

+ DKVALL(t, T) + DFVALL(t, T)

� DLVALL
J (t, T) + DCVALL

J (t, T)
(64)

Since DB(t) = �VI+1J (t), we have that:

VI+1J (t) =EP


VI+1J (T)1{tB>T}

�

� DKVALL(t, T)� DFVALL(t, T)

+ DLVALL
J (t, T)� DCVALL

J (t, T)
(65)

so that the initial value of the contract to the
bank can be consistently derived.
As we have already stressed in Section I.2, the
KVA is consistently included in the incremen-
tal valuation only if this is operated in the real
world measure, so that Formula (63) cannot
be used in this case. In case the bank wants
to evaluate the contract under the risk neutral
measure, it should be either assumed that the
market risk-premia are equal to risk-premia
required by the bank for the relevant risk fac-
tors, or that the KVA adjustment should be
calculated by considering only the differentials
between the market and bank’s risk-premia, as
in Equation (46) (i.e.: by replacing KVA with
KVA).
If the contract does not provide for any ini-
tial payment, such as in the case of a swap or
a forward, then the “pure” fair value of the
contract should be made equal to the negative
of the xVAs. Formally, keeping in mind that
the bank aims at an indifference value level
(VB(0) = 0) and that no cash is paid or re-
ceived (DB(t) = 0), we have that:

EP


VI+1J (T)1{tB>T}

�
=DKVALL(t, T)

+ DFVALL(t, T)

� DLVALL
J (t, T)

+ DCVALL
J (t, T)

(66)

A starting value different from zero is achieved
by modifying the relevant contract terms, e.g.:
the forward price level, the swap fixed rate or
the spread over the swap floating rate. If the
bank manages to close the contract on these
terms, then the initial incremental value will
be VI+1J (t) = 0

To recapitulate, basically one should always per-
form the evaluation under the real world measure
if he/she wants to include in a consistent way the
KVA in the incremental value of the contract. When
the evaluator wishes to work under the risk neu-
tral measure, he/she can include the KVA under the
provision that the bank’s risk-premia are taken only
differentially with respect to the market risk-premia.
Clearly, this means that the current market practice,
in most of cases and as it appears from the working
papers by practitioners of the financial industry, is
over-estimating the impact of the KVA. It is also
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worth stressing that the contribution of the KVA to
the incremental value of the contract is positive only
if the market risk-premia are (generally) higher than
those required by the bank, which makes perfect
sense. Clearly, if the bank is able to set the price in
the bargaining process, it should add the differential
KVA when going short the contract, and deduct it it
when going long. If the bank is a price taker, than
the actual contribution of the KVA has to be ascer-
tained by comparing the market (or counterparty’s)
and bank’s risk-premia.

Some simplifications can be made in the incre-
mental evaluation of a contract if it has a negligible
effect on the total net value of the bank. As seen in
Castagna [5], in this case the probability of default
of the bank does not change in a meaningful fashion
and its variation can be neglected. In practical terms,
this means that we have the following: the “pure”
value of the contract at expiry can be computed as:

EP


VI+1J (T)1{tB>T}

�
= EP


VI+1J (T)

�
(67)

Similarly, all the variations in the xVAs can be cal-
culated for the each metric without reference to the
bank’s default:

CVALL
j (0, T) =CVAj(0, T) = EP

h
D(0, T)Vj(tj, T)

+ Cj(0, tj) + B⇤(tj, T)� [S(0, tj)

+ L(tj, T)� KVA(tj, T)
⇤

� max
⇥

Â
k 6=j

D(0, tj)
�
Vk(tj, T)

+ RecjV+
j (tj, T) + V�

j (tj, T)
�

+ Ck(0, tj) + B⇤(tj, T)� [S(0, tj)

+ L(tj, T)� KVA(tj, T)
⇤
, 0
⇤i

1{tj<T}

�

(68)

LVALL
j (0, T) = LVAj(0, T)

= EP
 Z T

0
D(0, s)Cj(s)(rs � cs)ds

�

(69)

FVALL(0, T) = FVA(0, T)

= EP
 Z T

0
D(0, s)SL(s)sB

s ds

+ [L⇤(0, T)� L(0, T)]
�

(70)

So, the incremental value at time t is:

V⇤
I+1J

(t) =EP


VI+1J (T)
�

� DKVA(t, T)� DFVA(t, T)
+ DLVAJ(t, T)� DCVAJ(t, T)

(71)

or, under the risk-neutral measure:

V⇤
I+1J

(t) =EQ


VI+1J (T)
�

� DKVA(t, T)� DFVA(t, T)
+ DLVAJ(t, T)� DCVAJ(t, T)

(72)

Equation (72) is formally very similar to the by now
standard stand-alone formula used to add the xVAs
to the fair value of a contract, with the differences
we have already stressed above referring to the KVA
(which enters only differentially in the evaluation),
and without any adjustment due to the Debit Value
Adjustment (DVA).

The difference between the accurate incremental
value and the approximate incremental value has
been named in Castagna [5] Limited Liability Value
Adjustment LLVA and it is formally defined as:

LLVA(t, T) = V⇤
I+1J

(t)� VI+1J (t) (73)

If the new contract inserted in the balance sheet has
a negligible effect on the probability of default of the
bank, then the LLVA will be very small and it can be
disregarded in calculating the incremental value. For
contracts with a material impact on the balance sheet
and on the bank’s default probability, the LLVA will
be large enough to be included in the incremental
valuation. Its effect is to abate the value of a contract
that is a liability to the bank (i.e.: to make it smaller in
absolute terms), and, conversely, increment the value
of a contact that is an asset (i.e.: to make it greater
in absolute terms), similarly to the DVA. For a more
in-depth discussion on the analogies and the relation
of the LLVA with the DVA, we refer to Castagna [5].

Reconciliation with the
Modigliani&Miller Theorem

Elsewhere,15 we had to opportunity to stress that
the incremental valuation framework that we intro-
duced above is not in contrast with the main tenet
of the Modigliani&Miller (MM) theorem, expounded
by the two authors in their article of 1958 (see [9]).16

On the contrary, when evaluating an investment that
is included within the balance sheet of a company
(bank) that has already started its operations, then
the only way to keep the total value of the assets of
the company equal to the total value of the liabilities,

15See Castagna [5].
16We would like to recall here the MM theorem proves that the value of a project is independent from the way it is financed,

or from the capital strucuture of the company undertaking it.
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is to apply the principles of the incremental valuation
stated in Castagna [5] to the non trivial framework
sketched above.

In the recent work by Andersen et al. [1], the
Modigliani&Miller theorem is proved to be correct
when calculating the incremental value of a contract
with respect to the total firm value, which is equal to
the total value of the assets. In this case, the authors
prove that the correct incremental value is given by
the “pure” value, deducted of the CVA and incre-
mented by the DVA, and it is independent from the
way it is financed.

In our framework, we calculate the value of a con-
tract only with respect to the value of the bank to the
shareholders, because we think this is the only mean-
ingful way the indifference to inclusion of the contract
in the balance sheet to all stakeholders. When consid-
ering the total value of the firm, the evaluator allows
for wealth transfers from shareholders to claimants of
higher order, such as bondholders (see Andersen et al.
[1], pag. 159). On the contrary, when considering the
incremental value with respect to the shareholders’
bank value, no wealth transfer is allowed and the
contract value is such that all claimants are indiffer-
ent to it. Sure, such a value entails additional costs
that have to be paid by the counterparty, but here
we enter in the market action, where the price of the
contract is determined. The price can be set at a level
that matches the internal incremental valuation of
the bank, thus generating a nil net contribution to the
bank value; or it can be different, with a net positive
or negative contribution. In any case, the price set-
ting is the result of the bargaining process where the
strengths of the bank and of the counterparty clashes
and, possibly, they eventually agree to close the deal.

We think that the approach that we have detailed
above and that relies on the simpler, but in any case
complete, setting in Castagna [5], is in line with
Proposition III of Modigliani and Miller [9], where
the the optimal investment rule is derived: basically,
when the firm (i.e.: the manager) is acting in the
shareholders’ best interest, it will undertake an in-
vestment only if its rate of return is at least equal,
or above the rate of return required by the market
for a class of risk corresponding to the riskiness of
the firm. In our approach, we are internally setting
the rate of return of a new contract by adding all the
adjustments that make its rate of return equal to the
appropriate rate of return. The latter is determined
by the current composition of the assets and their
related risks, and by the debt and equity capital fi-
nancing it, whose costs mirror the leverage and the
risk premium above the risk-free rate requested by
the debt-holders and shareholders.

In our opinion, in Modigliani and Miller [9] it is
Proposition III that has a normative value and that
should be considered when designing a framework
to evaluate new contracts. Proposition I and II, in
the same article, have a positive value describing the
equilibrium that can be retrieved ex post, equating

the return of the assets to the average cost of capital,
whichever mix the firm chooses to finance them. But
both propositions are not including investments that
produce a loss of wealth of one of the stakeholders
in favour of another stakeholder: these investments
are clearly excluded by Proposition III. Following the
latter, we were able to derive the rules that determine
the hurdle rate at which the actual contribution of
contract to the (shareholders’ bank value) is nil. It is
clear that accepting only the investments that comply
with Proposition III, also Proposition I and II will
be proved to be true, provided we are working in a
frictionless, perfect financial market.

Conclusions
In this work we have extended the approach of
Castagna [5] to a non-trivial setting to calculate the
incremental value of a contract that is included in the
bank’s balance sheet. A similar approach has been
recently developed by see Andersen et al. [1]. To
our knowledge, our framework is richer than those
appeared since now in literature, in that we include a
firm structural framework within a classical general
equilibrium framework.

The framework considers different financing poli-
cies and consistently derives all the adjustment to
the “pure” value of a contract, including the CVA,
the FVA and, implicitly, the LLVA. We are also able
to derive, in a natural fashion, an adjustment that
relates to the KVA. Although many authors have
analysed this type adjustment, a consistent justifica-
tion of its inclusion in the evaluation process was
never provided. For example, the KVA is not consid-
ered in Andersen et al. [1]: the authors admit that “In
practice, KVAs are not based on any sort of coherent
valuation model”, which is a correct statement given
the structural framework they work in.

In our structural, general-equilibrium enhanced
framework setting, we do not only flesh out the ori-
gin of the KVA, but we can also identify the cases
in which its inclusion is admissible in the evaluation,
which is the correct premium to consider and, more-
over, we can spot potential double counting of the
adjustment.

One final consideration is about the computa-
tional burden that the incremental evaluation re-
quires: it is clear that a Montecarlo engine simulating
the balance sheet of the bank in many thousands of
scenarios is a necessity. If the impact on the bank’s
balance sheet of the new contract is negligible, the
evaluator may rely on the approximate evaluation,
which in practice is the same as the stand-alone
pricing, with the relevant xVAs included. In any case,
at least for contracts with a stronger impact on the
bank’s probability of default, and for periodic full
revaluations, a robust and sound simulation engine
is an indispensable tool.
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